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OneCall
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Children’s Colorado Connect

Colorado Springs Locations
Children’s Hospital Colorado, Colorado Springs
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Leadership
Children’s Hospital Colorado, Colorado Springs
Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders
Clinical Nutrition
Med/Surgery
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU)
Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU)
Radiology
Respiratory Care
Sleep and Neurophysiology
Wound Ostomy
Emergency Care

Outpatient Care at Briargate
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Cancer, Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders
Cardiology, Heart Institute
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System of Care Support Services

Association of Volunteers
Phone: 720-777-6887 | Fax: 720-777-7120

Blood Donor Center
Phone: 720-777-5398 | Fax: 720-777-7255

Ambruso, Daniel, MD
Annen, Kyle, MD
DomBourian, Melkon, MD

Capocelli, Kelley, MD

Therapeutic Apheresis, see Pathology

Case Management
Utilization review line: 720-777-8433 | Secure fax: 720-777-7385
Department Main Line: 720-777-5886 | Department Manager phone: 720-777-8091

Child Life Department
Phone: 720-777-6979 | Fax: 720-777-7254 | Email: educate.childlife@childrenscolorado.org

Child Health Advocacy Institute
Phone: 720-777-8526 | Fax: 720-777-7388

COMMUNITY FOCUSED PREVENTION AND WELLNESS PROGRAMS

Population Health
School Health Initiatives

Community Benefit
Community Health Needs Assessment
Community Health Action Plan

Early Childhood/Prematurity
Shaken Baby Prevention Program
Black Health Initiative
Psychosocial Screening
Injury Prevention
Child Passenger Safety Program  Safe Kids Colorado Springs

Mental Health
Stigma Reduction

Obesity/Physical Activity/Nutrition
Healthy Kids Programs  Peak Champions
(Bikes For Life, Cooking Matters)

Oral Health
Cavity Free at Three

Respiratory Health
Just Keep Breathing  AsthmaCOMP

Government Affairs/Public Policy
Child Health Champions Grassroots Network

Community Health Liaison (CHL) Program

Clinical Social Work
Phone: 720-777-6975 | Fax: 720-777-7254

Multiple Appointment Resource Center (MART)
(formally Complex Scheduling)
Phone: 720-777-3400 | Fax: 720-777-7985 | MART@childrenscolorado.org

Coordinates the scheduling of two or more routine outpatient clinic appointments in separate medical and/or surgical specialties for a single patient.

In addition to the two separate appointments, MART can coordinate additional appointments with support departments (i.e., Audiology, Occupational Therapy, etc.), as well as assist with procedures and imaging (i.e., imaging, sleep and swallow studies, etc.).
Gift Shop

Anschutz Medical Campus
Phone: 720-777-6316

Colorado Springs Campus
Phone: 719-305-6110

Global Health
Phone: 720-777-8414 | Fax: 720-777-7388

Graduate Medical Education
Phone: 720-777-6918 | Fax: 720-777-7258

Health Information Management (Medical Records)
Phone: 720-777-6343 | Fax: 720-777-7244

Release of Information
Phone: 720-777-4259 | Fax: 720.777.7251 | Email: roi@childrenscolorado.org
For requests/authorizations only

MyChart
Phone: 720.777.6939 | Email: mychart@childrenscolorado.org
MyChart questions only

Library (Clinical and Research)
Phone: 720-777-6400 | Fax: 720-777-7152 | Email: library@childrenscolorado.org

Library (Family Health)
Phone: 720-777-6378 | Fax: 720-777-7121

Managed Care
Phone: 720-777-4567 | Fax: 720-777-6963 | Email: managedcare@childrenscolorado.org
For an up-to-date listing of plans, please visit our website and search for “Insurance Accepted”.

Medical Interpretation and Translation Department
Phone: 720-777-9800 | Fax: 720-777-7254
Medical Staff Office
Phone: 720-777-6652 | Fax: 720-777-7342 | Email: credentialing@childrenscolorado.org

ParentSmart Healthline
Phone: 720-777-0123 or 855-KID-INFO (855-543-4636)

Patient Relations
Phone: 720-777-1010 | Fax: 720-777-7254
Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. – 7 p.m. and Saturdays 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
If you leave a message, a patient representative will contact you within 48 business hours.

Pediatric Care Network
Phone: 720-777-4086 | Email: PCN@pediatriccarenetwork.org

Vice President, Strategic Provider Integration
Tyler Leishman, MHA

Pharmacy – Inpatient
Phone: 720-777-6705 | Fax: 720-777-7108

Physician Relations
Phone: 720-777-6676 | Fax: 720-777-7388 | Email: physicianrelations@childrenscolorado.org

Senior Leadership
Phone: 720-777-6730 | Fax: 720-777-7267

Chief Executive Officer and President
Phone: 720-777-6580 | Jena Hausmann

Chief Operating Officer
Phone: 720-777-6731 | David Biggerstaff

Strategic Advisor to CEO
Phone: 720-777-5383 | Joan Bothner, MD

Chief Medical Officer, Colorado Springs
Phone: 719-305-9902 | Mike DiStefano, MD
Chief of Pediatric Surgery
Phone: 720-777-5184
Tom Inge, MD

Chief Medical Officer
Phone: 720-777-5723
David Brumbaugh, MD

Chief Human Resources Officer
Phone: 720-777-6736
Betsy Rodriguez

President, Colorado Springs
Phone: 719-305-9104
Margaret Sabin

Senior Vice President and Chief Strategy Officer
Phone: 720-777-5383
Raphe Schwartz

Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Phone: 720-777-6731
Jeff Harrington

Pediatrician-in-Chief
Phone: 720-777-2766
Stephen R. Daniels, MD, PhD

Surgeon-in-Chief
Phone: 720-777-4656
Duncan Wilcox, MBBS, MD

Associate Surgeon-in-Chief
Phone: 720-777-2763
Michael Handler, MD

PPAARDI-in-Chief
Phone: 720-777-0948
Thomas Majcher, DO

Senior Vice President, Chief Administrative Officer and General Counsel
Phone: 720-777-6580
Michelle Lucero, Esq

Senior Vice President, Chief Nursing Officer, Chief Nursing Executive
Phone: 720-777-0773
Pat Givens, DHA, EdM, RN, NEA-BC

Senior Vice President, Chief Patient Experience and Access Officer
Phone: 720-777-2615
Suzy Jaeger
Chief Information Officer
Phone: 720-777-6736 Dana Moore

Chief of Staff
Phone: 720-777-4202 Jason Barell

Senior Vice President, Professional & Support Services
Phone: 720-777-6117 Jerrod Milton

Vice President, Pharmacy Services
Phone: 720-777-2523 Casey Dugan

Vice President, Support Services
Phone: 720-777-6117 Dan Coxall

President and Chief Executive Officer, Childrens Colorado Foundation
Phone: 720-777-1706 Jen Darling

Vice President, Associate Chief Nursing Officer
Phone: 720-777-2615 Norine Hemphill, MS, RN

Chief Nursing Officer, Colorado Springs
Phone: 719-305-9902 Vacant

Chief Operation Officer, Colorado Springs
Phone: 719-305-9104 Greg Raymond

Vice President, Associate Chief Nursing Officer, NOC
Phone: 720-478-0113 Andrea Ferretti, MSN, NEA-BC

Vice President, Ambulatory Services
Phone: 720-777-5409 Chris Martin

Vice President, Marketing and Communications
Phone: 720-777-0548 Charlotte Isoline

Vice President, Information Technology
Phone: 720-777-4217 Amy Feaster

Vice President, Population Health and Advocacy
Phone: 720-777-3715 Heidi Baskfield, JD
Vice President, Associate CNO, Critical Care Services
Phone: 720-777-4269       Martha Grubaugh

Vice President, Compliance & Business Ethics
Phone: 720-777-2924       Linda Michael

Executive, Provider Strategic Partnerships
Phone: 720-777-5383       Narkewicz, Michael, MD

Sr. Research Strategist, Prof of Pediatrics
Phone: 720-777-4799       Fred Suchy

Vice President, PMHI & Exec. Dir. For PCMH
Phone: 720-777-3914       Shannon Van Deman

Chief Board Relations Officer
Phone: 720-777-1763       Peggy Warner

Associate Medical Director for Child Health
Phone: 720-777-4486       Adel Younoszai, MD

Spiritual Care Department and Bereavement Services
Phone: 720-777-6325       Fax: 720-777-7123
Anschutz Medical Campus

Adolescent Medicine

Bogart, Amanda, MD
Ellison, Laura, LCSW
Kaplan, David, MD
Kaul, Paritosh, MD
Pitula, Clio, PhD
Reirden, Daniel, MD
Reichmuth, Diane, Psy.D.
Richards, Molly, MD

Risch, Lillian, LCSW
Sass, Amy, MD
Sheeder, Jeannelle, PhD, MPH
Sigel, Eric, MD
Simon, Abby, LCSW
Taber, Bret, PA-C
Woods, Jennifer, MD

PROGRAMS

Colorado Adolescent Maternity Program (C.A.M.P.)
Phone: 720-777-2267 | Fax: 720-777-7380

Blanchard, Megan, FNP
Coleman-Minahan, Kate, FNP-BC
Quill, Judith, CNM, MSN, RN
Scott, Stephen M., MD, FACOG

Family Planning Clinic
Phone: 720-777-2248

Kociemba, Rachel, PNP-BC, CPNP
Johnson, Jennifer, WHNP-BC
Richards, Molly, MD
Romer, Elizabeth, RN, MSN, FNP
Family Planning Director
Weber, Amy E., NP

Young Mother’s Clinic
Phone: 720-777-2776

Coleman-Minahan, Kate, FNP-BC
DeClaire-Curnow, Laura, ND, MS, CPNP-PC
Palmer, Krystal, CPNP
Tillema, Sarah, PA-C
### Allergy and Immunology

Phone: 720-777-2575 | Admin/clinical fax: 720-777-7247 | Referral fax: 720-777-7197

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, William, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkins, Fred (Dan), MD, Chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carel, Kirstin, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutmer, Cullen, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleischer, David, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhawt, Matt, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiers, Lisa, NP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsieh, Elena, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore, Jessica, NP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Jane, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searing, Daniel, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spahn, Joseph, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Anesthesiology

Phone: 720-777-6226 | Fax: 720-777-7266

Pain service phone: 720-777-6700 | Pain service fax: 720-777-7275

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agustin, Deborah, CAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvarez, Monica, CAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banks, Susan, CAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barfield, Ben, CAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bielsky, Alan Robert, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blick, Kevin, CAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block, Elizabeth Nikki, CAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block, Adria Lee, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brockel, Megan, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks, Melissa, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter, Charles, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatterjee, Debnath, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciarallo, Chris, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Randall M., MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clopton, Rachel, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen, Mindy N., MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coughlin, Patty, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, Karen, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dressler, Morris Sylvester, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dunwoody, Kingsley, CAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eisdorfer, Seth, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erikson, Dachelle, CRNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faulk, Debra Jeanne, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernandez, Patrick, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank, Nicholas, AA-C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frazer, Melissa, CAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuhr, Pete, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galinski, Jeffrey L., MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galuzzi, Matt, CAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green, Matthew, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guffey, Patrick J., MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashemi, Mahsa, CAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoagland, Monica, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang, Mark, CRNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing, Richard, MB, B, Ch, FCA(SA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janosy, Norah Ruth, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent, Sheryl, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohl, Krista, PhD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipscomb, Lisa, CRNA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loftness, Stanley, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ly, Quen C., DMD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majcher, Thomas, DO, Chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mandler, Tessa, MD
Markowitz, Scott David, MD
Mayes, Lena, MD
McDivitt, Kay, MD
Merritt, Glenn, MD
Mohanram, Arvind, MD
Nguyen, Thanh, MD
Nichols, Christopher, MD
Notides, Thomas A., MD
Perez, Christopher, CRNA
Polaner, David M., MD
Poynter, Angie, CRNA
Riley, Cara, DMD
Schumann, Chris, CAA
Schwartz, Lawrence, MD
Sicheri, Melanie, CRNA
Skitt, Rochelle, MD
Slover, Robin, MD
Smith, Ryan, CAA
Spilker, Jacob, CAA
Stenquist, Scott A., MD
Steward, Laurie, MD
Strauss, Stephanie, CAA
Strupp, Kim, MD
Tait, Meghan, CRNA
Tan, Gee Mei, MD
Thomas, James, MD
Twite, Mark David, MB
Wallen, Brett Michael, DMD
Wallen, Jennifer M., DMD
Weigers, Kim, MD
Wiktor, Marisa, DO
Wilder, Matthew, MD
Whitney, Gina, MD
Yaster, Myron, MD
Zieg, Jennifer A., MD
Zuk, Jeannie, PhD, RN

Audiology, Speech Pathology and Learning Services
Phone: 720-777-6800 | Fax: 720-777-7169
Hayes, Deborah, PhD, Chair

PROGRAMS

Audiology
Phone: 720-777-6801

Augmentative and Alternative Communication Clinic
Phone: 720-777-5537

Colorado Springs Clinics
Phone: 719-305-8000

Learning Disabilities Clinic
Phone: 720-777-6680

Pueblo Clinic
Phone: 719-595-0829

Speech-Language Pathology
Phone: 720-777-6680
**Autonomic Dysfunction Clinic**
Phone: 720-777-0894
Workman, Rachel, MD

**Burn Center**
Phone: 720-777-6604
Steven Moulton, MD, FACS Medical Director  
Drelles, Angela, PNP

**PROGRAMS**

**Burn Camp Program**
Phone: 720-777-6604

**Burn outreach and education**
Phone: 720-777-6282

**Burn program manager**
Phone: 720-777-6335

**Youth firesetting program**
Phone: 720-777-6604

**Physician to physician consultation and referral**
Phone: 720-777-8838 | Email: childrens.burn@childrenscolorado.org

**Cancer, Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders**

**HEMATOLOGY PROGRAMS**

**General Hematology, Hemoglobinopathies and Immunohematology, Vascular Malformations and Bone Marrow Failure**
Phone: 720-777-6740 | Appt phone: 720-777-5132 | Fax: 720-777-7228

Davizon-Castillo, Pavel MD  
McKinney, Chris, MD
Forrester, Craig MD
Kuldanek, Sue, MD
BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT PROGRAMS

Bone Marrow Transplant
Phone: 720-777-6740 | Appt phone: 720-777-8676 | Fax: 720-777-7225

Boone, Karlie, PA
Eissa, Hesham, MD
Fry, Terry, MD
Giller, Roger, MD
Keating, Amy, MD
Knight-Perry, Jessica, MD
Kohler, Eric, MD
Lee Sherick, Alisa MD
Nuechterlein, Brandon, PA-C
Peltz, Angie, PA-C, CPNP
Quinones, Ralph, MD
Seaton, Ben, PA
Verneris, Micheal, MD

ONCOLOGY PROGRAMS

Phone: 720-777-6740

Solid Tumor Program
Appt phone: 720-777-6030 | Fax: 720-777-7227

Carrera, Colleen PA
Cost, Carreye, MD
Garrington, Timothy, MD
Giampolo, Natalie, PA
Greffé, Brian, MD
Gross, Tom, MD, Inpatient Medical Director
Hayashi, Mas, MD
Heath, Laurel PNP
King, Nancy, MS, RN, CPNP, CPON
Linton, Anna PA
Luna-Fineman, Sandra, MD
Forsberg, Phylise, MSN, PNP-BC
Smolik, Suzanne, MS, RN, CPNP, CPHON
Sopfe, Jenna, MD
Leukemia and Lymphoma Program
 Appt phone: 720-777-5132 | Fax: 720-777-7227

Arland, Lesley C., PA-C, MS
Faulk, Kelly, MD
Franklin, Anna, MD
Griffin, Jennifer, CPNP

Maloney, Kelly, MD
Pool, Kathleen, RN, MS, CPNP, CPHON
Rogers, Ashley, MD
Winters, Amanda, MD

Neuro-Oncology
 Phone: 720-777-6740 | Appt phone: 720-777-5368 | Fax: 720-777-7226

Dahl, Nathan, MD
DeMasters, BK, MD
Green, Adam, MD
Handler, Michael, MD
Hoffman, Lindsey, DO
Kathleen, Dorris, MD, MS

Mulcahy Levy, Jean, MD
Nellan, Anandani, MD
Raybin, Jennifer, MS, RN, CPNP
Vibhakar, Rajeev, MD, PhD
Winzent, Shelby, MS, RN, CPNP

Experimental Therapeutics Program (ETP)
 Phone: 720-777-5771 | Appt phone: 720-777-6740 | Fax: 720-777-7289

Gore, Lia, MD
Macy, Margaret, MD

Fertility Team
 Pager: 303-540-0250

Cost, Carrye, MD
Franklin, Anna, MD

Linton, Anna, PA-C
Pool, Kathleen, RN, MS, CPNP, CPHON

Helping Oncology Patients Excel (H.O.P.E)
 Phone: 720-777-5441

Greffe, Brian, MD
Linton, Anna PA-C

Sopfe, Jenna MD
Sylvain, Genevieve, RN, CPHON

Wellness Program
 Phone: 720-777-6594 | Fax: 720-777-7279

Casey, Robert, PhD
**Colorado Springs Hematology/Oncology**
Phone: 719-305-9025 | Fax: 719-305-9026

Kerr, Karol, MD
Reaves, Lisa, MD

Rodgers, Kristen, CPNP
Schacher, Kandee, CPNP

**South Campus Hematology/Oncology**
Phone: 720-478-0246 | Fax: 720-478-7044

Gerrie, Sara, CPNP
Kerr, Karol, MD
Luna-Fineman, Sandra, MD

Pool, Kathy, CPNP
Smith, Tom, MD

**Nocturnist Providers**

Ellis, Sarah, CPNP-PC
Kohlmann, Leighton, PNP
Kupperstock, Nathan, PNP

McLaughlin, Wesley, MD
Nottingham, Michael, PA
O’Dell, Kali, PA

**Butterfly Program**

Greffe, Brian, MD
Horgan, Fiona, PA
King, Nancy, NP
Cardiology, Heart Institute

Phone: 720-777-6820 | Appt phone: 720-777-6355 | Referral fax: 720-777-7290

Anderson, Stacey, MS
Anderson, Stacy, RN, CNS, PNP, ND
Auerbach, Scott R., MD
Barrett, Cindy, MD
Berdjis, Farhouch, MD-GJ (South Campus)
Bishop, Robert, MD
Brames, Gregory, MD (Colorado Springs)
Buckvold, Shannon, MD
Burkett, Dale, MD
Cavanaugh, Jean, MS, PA-C
Chatfield, Kathryn, MD, PhD
Church, Jessica, RN, CPNP
Coleman, Beth A., RN, MSN, CPNP-PC
Collins, Kathryn K., MD
Cota, Suzanne, NP
Cuneo, Bettina, MD
da Cruz, Eduardo, MD
Daniels, Stephen R., MD, PhD,
Pediatrician-in-Chief
Darst, Jeffrey R., MD
Davidson, Jesse, MD
Di Maria, Michael, MD
Diamond, Bethany, DNP, MESS, CPNP
Dumond, Alison, RN, MSN, CPNP-AC
Everett, Melanie, MD
Farina, Mark, MS, PA-C
Frank, Ben, MD
Friesen, Rick, MD
Fonseca, Brian, MD
Gerner, Bridget, APRN
Gist, Katja, DO
Harris, Marisa, MMS, PA-C
Honzo, Carrie, RN, MS, CPNP-PC
Ibrahim, Jill, MD
Irons, Aimee, CPNP
Ivy, D. Dunbar, MD, Chair
Jacobsen, Roni, MD
Jone, Pei-Ni, MD
Kaufman, Jonathan, MD
Kay, Joseph, MD
Kelly, Sarah, PsyD
Khanna, Amber, MD
Kim, John, MD
Korus, Taylor, NP
Landeck, Bruce, MD, MS
Lucas, Bridget, MSN
Lueth, Erin, MD-Colorado Springs
Londono Obregon, Camila, MD (Colorado Springs)
Lutterbach, Julio, MD
Mackie, Sara M., CHA/PA-C
Mason, Shellie, MS, NPC
McKelvey, Elizabeth, CPNP
Miyamoto, Shelley, MD
Morgan, Gareth, MD
Nakano, Stephanie, MD
Newman, Shanna R., RN, MS, CPNP-AC
Patel, Sonali, MD, PhD
Peyton, Christine, MS, CCRN, CPNP-AC
Pinder, Marco, MD
Raftor, Jennifer, PNP
Rausch, Christopher M., MD
Reed, Amy, DNP
Runciman, David, MD (Colorado Springs)
Scahill, Carly, MD
Schaffer, Michael, MD
Stewart, Chad, MD (Colorado Springs)
Stimmler, Amy, CPNP
Threet, Elizabeth, MDN, CPNP-AC
Tiernan, Kendra, CPNP-PC
Villavicencio, Karrie, MD
von Alvensleben, Johannes, MD
Weneck, Sara, CPNP
Yeung, Elizabeth, MD
Younoszai, Adel, MD
Zablah, Jenny, MD
PROGRAMS

Adult Congenital Heart Disease
Joe Kay, MD
joseph.kay@childrenscolorado.org

Cardiac Catheterization
Gareth Morgan, MD
gareth.morgan@childrenscolorado.org

Cardiac Imaging
Adel Younoszai, MD
adel.younoszai@childrenscolorado.org

Cardiac Intensive Care Unit
Eduardo Da Cruz, MD
Front Desk | p: 720-777-6992

Cardiac Pharmacy
Esther Bae, Pharm.D.
esther.bae@childrenscolorado.org

Cardiac Progressive Care Unit
Bruce Landeck, MD
Front Desk | p: 720-777-6518

Cardiac Surgery
James Jaggers, MD
james.jaggers@childrenscolorado.org

Electrophysiology
Kathy Collins, MD
kathryn.collins@childrenscolorado.org

Fetal Care
Bettina Cuneo, MD
bettina.cuneo@childrenscolorado.org

Heart Failure and Transplant
Melanie Everitt, MD
melanie.everitt@childrenscolorado.org
Shelley Miyamoto, MD
shelley.miyamoto@childrenscolorado.org

Hypertension/Hyperlipidemia
Sonali Patel, MD, PhD
sonali.patel@childrenscolorado.org

Outpatient Cardiology
Jeff Darst, MD
jeffrey.darst@childrenscolorado.org

Outreach Clinics
Chris Rausch, MD
christopher.rausch@childrenscolorado.org

Pulmonary Hypertension
Dunbar Ivy, MD
dunbar.ivy@childrenscolorado.org

Wellness Team (Child Life, Neuropsychology, Psychology, Social Work, Spiritual Care)
Sarah Kelly, Psy.D.
sarah.kelly@childrenscolorado.org
Colorado Fetal Care Center
Phone: 720-777-4463 or 855-41-FETAL | Fax: 720-777-7960
Website: Childrenscolorado.org/Fetal-Care

**Pediatric and Fetal Surgery**
Liechty, Kenneth W., MD

**Maternal Fetal Medicine and Fetal Surgery**
Behrendt, Nicholas, MD
Galan, Henry, MD
Zaretsky, Michael, MD

**Fetal Cardiology**
Cuneo, Bettina, MD
Villavicencio, Karrie, MD
Younoszai, Adel, MD

**Fetal Radiology**
Browne, Lorna, MD
Dannull, Kimberly, MD
Meyers, Mariana, MD
Mirsky, David, MD
Neuberger, Ilana, MD
Stence, Nicholas, MD

**Pediatric Urology**
Campbell, Jeffrey, MD
Cost, Nicholas, MD
Vemulakonda, Vijaya M., MD
Wilcox, Duncan, MD

**Obstetric and Fetal Anesthesia**
Monica Hoagland
Melissa Masaracchia
Megan Brockel
Marina Shindell
Chatterjee, Debnath
Dean, Karen

Fernandez, Patrick
Guffey, Patrick
Hawkins, Joy
Mohanram, Arvind
Papazian, Jason
Wiktor, Marissa
Wood, Cristina

**Neonatology**
Glen, Jason, MD
Kinsella, John, MD
Reynolds, Regina, MD
Zenge, Jeanne, MD

**Cardiothoracic Surgery**
Campbell, David, MD
Jaggers, James, MD
Mitchell, Max, MD
Stone, Matt, MD

**Otolaryngology**
Allen, Gregory, MD
Chan, Kenny, MD
Francom, Christian, MD
Kelly, Peggy, MD
Scholes, Melissa, MD

**Pediatric Neurosurgery**
Handler, Michael, MD
O’Neill, Brent, MD
Wilkinson, C. Corbett, MD
Child Health Clinic
Phone: 720-777-2740 | Clinical/referral fax: 720-777-7149

Lockspeiser, Tai, MD
Maldonado, Rebecca, PA-C
Nicklas, Daniel, MD
Poole, Steven, MD, MPH
Schaefer, Amanda, CPNP
Schmitt, Barton, MD
Smith, Hana, MD
Stempel, Hilary, MD
Stille, Christopher, MD, MPH, Chair
Strepman, Dana, CPNP-PC
Suh, Christina, MD
Talmi, Ayelet, PhD
Treitz, Meghan, MD
Wong, Shale, MD

Allison, Mandy, MD
Berman, Stephen, MD
Bunik, Maya, MD, MSPH
Clinic Medical Director
Dempsey, Amanda, MD
Dixon, Cinnamon, MD
Dodd, Karen, PNP
Domek, Gretchen, MD
Feinstein, James, MD
Fox, David, MD
Freeman, Brandi, MD
Keller, David, MD
Kempe, Allison, MD, MPH
Lane, Lindsay, MD
Lenssen, Maureen, CPNP

PROGRAMS

Breastfeeding Management Clinic
Phone: 720-777-2740
Bunik, Maya, MD, MSPH

Foster Care Clinic
Phone: 720-777-2740
Traylor, Kiki, MD

International Adoption Clinic
Phone: 720-777-4963
Asturias, Edwin, MD
**Child Protection Team**

Clinic referral/consult phone: 720-777-6919 | Fax: 720-777-7253

- Abdoo, Denise, PhD, CPNP
- Chiesa, Antonia, MD
- Justis, Lisa, LCSW, CTS
- Lindberg, Daniel, MD
- Runyan, Des, MD
- Sirotnak, Andrew, MD, Department Head
- Wells, Kathryn, MD

**Child Protection Team at Briargate, Colorado Springs**

Clinic referral/consult phone: 719-305-6919

- Wallace, Nichole, MD

**Children’s Research Institute**

Phone: 720-777-2299 | Fax: 720-777-7276

- Davidson, Jesse, MD, Associate Director
- Duffield, Jeannine, Director of Administration and Operations
- Mourani, Peter, MD, Medical Director
- Sandene, Erin, Director of Research Administration and Operations for Child Health Research
- Thompson, Darcy, MD, Associate Director

**Cleft Lip And Palate Clinic**

Phone: 720-777-2574 | Fax: 720-777-7345

- Allen, Gregory, MD, FACS, FAAP
- Andrews, Maureen, RN, MSN, CNS, CPN
- Chin, Katherine, DDS
- Cunningham, Maureen, MD
- Francom, Christian, MD
- Frankel, Karen, PhD
- French, Brooke, MD
- Gandhi, Roopa, BDS
- Khechoyan, David, MD
- Lowe, Kristen, DDS, MS
- Scholes, Melissa, MD
Clinical Laboratories  
Phone: 720-777-6711 | Fax: 720-777-7118  

Dentistry  
Phone: 720-777-6788 | Fax: 720-777-7239  

PROGRAMS  

The Dental Center at Children’s Hospital Colorado  
860 N. Potomac Circle, Aurora, CO. 80011  

Residency Program and Clinic  
Phone: 720-777-4044  

Chin, Katherine, DDS, Clinical Medical Director  
Gandhi, Roopa, BDS, Director of Special Health Care Needs and Program Director for Pediatric Dentistry  
Wilson, Anne, DDS, MS, Chair  

Healthy Smiles Clinic  
Phone: 720-777-6788  

Puranik, Chaitanya, MD, Director of Pre-Doctoral Education  

Cavity Free at Three Clinic  
Phone: 720-777-6788  

Dermatology  
Phone: 720-777-8445 | Fax: 720-777-7164 | 720-777-7941  

Brown, Mariah, MD  
Bruckner, Anna, MD, Chair  
Morelli, Joseph, MD  
Prok, Lori, MD  
Tibbetts, Julieann, NP  
Torres, Carla, MD  
Plost, Grant, MD  
Gurnee, Emily, MD  
Kohn, Lucinda (Lucy), MD
Developmental Pediatrics
Phone: 720-777-6630 | Fax: 720-777-7868

Ames, Amanda, PsyD
Angulo, Abigail, MD
Bennett, Elizabeth, PhD
Berkovits, Lauren, PhD
Blakeley-Smith, Audrey, PhD
Blume, Jamie, PsyD
Campbell, William, MD
Coan, Elizabeth, PsyD
Dempsey, Jack, PhD
Derrick, John, CPNP
Devries, Lindsey, PhD
Franke, Ronda, PNP
Friedman, Sandra, MD, MPH, Chair
Griffith, Elizabeth, PhD
Hayutin, Lisa, PhD
Hoffman, Edward, MD
Katz, Terry, PhD
Middleton, Caitlin, PhD
Mood, Deborah, PhD
Permeswaran, Jill, PNP
Piper, Samantha, PhD
Reaven, Judy, PhD
Reyes, Nuri, PhD
Reynolds, Ann, MD
Schlenz, Alyssa, PhD
Tartaglia, Nicole R., MD
Villagomez, Adrienne, PhD
Werner, Emily, PhD
Wilson, Rebecca, PsyD

Emergency Department
Phone: 720-777-6888

Roback, Mark, MD, Section Head, Pediatric Emergency Medicine
Carney, Kevin, MD, Director of Clinical Operations, Pediatric Emergency Medicine

Children’s Hospital Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus
Phone: 720-777-6888 | Fax: 720-777-7126

Johnson, Bernadette (Bernie), MD, PEM, Medical Director
Braund, Cortney, MD, PEM, Associate Medical Director

Children’s Hospital Colorado, Uptown
Phone: 720-777-1360 | Fax: 720-777-9386

Ross, Hayley MD, Medical Director

Children’s Hospital Colorado at Parker Adventist Hospital Emergency Care, Parker
Phone: 720-777-1350 | Fax: 720-777-9329

Caltagirone, Ryan, MD, PEM, Medical Director
Children’s Hospital Colorado, Urgent Care, Wheat Ridge
Phone: 720-777-1370 | Fax: 720-777-9404
Elkon, Benjamin, MD, Medical Director

Children’s Hospital Colorado North Campus, Broomfield
Phone: 720-777-1340 | Fax: 720-777-9731
Schnell, Jessica, DO, PEM, Medical Director

Children’s Hospital Colorado South Campus
Phone: 720-478-6888 | Fax: 720-478-7021
Caltagirone, Ryan, MD, PEM, Medical Director

Children’s Hospital Colorado, Colorado Springs
Listman, David, MD, PEM, Medical Director

PALS Classes
Phone: 720-777-4050

Pediatric Emergency Medicine (PEM)
Adelgais, Kathleen, MD, MPH
Alletag, Michelle, MD
Bajaj, Lalit, MD, MPH/MSPH
Bothner, Joan, MD
Bellis, Jennifer, MD, MPH
Braund, Cortney, MD
Brent, Alison, MD
Brown, James, MD
Caltagirone, Ryan, MD
Carney, Kevin, MD
Cavagnaro, Christopher, MD
DiStefano, Michael, MD
Emery, Kathryn, MD
Fuzak Freeman, Julia, MD
Givens, Timothy, MD
Grubenhoff, Joe, MD, MSCI
Haasz, Maya, MDCM
Halstead, Sarah, MD
Harris, Matthew, MD
Huston, Katherine, MD
Jamieson, Nathan, MD
Johnson, Bernadette, MD
Kazura, Peter, MD
Kelly, Joseph (Bob), MD
Keyes, Jll, MD, MS
Kim, Kristin, MD
Listman, David, MD
Mahar, Patrick, MD
Mandt, Maria, MD
Marr, Marilyn, MD
Martini, Dyllon, MD
Mellion, Sarah, MD
Mendenhall, Marcela, MD
Michael, Jeffrey, DO
Mickley, Megan, MD
Mistry, Rakesh, MD, MS
Mittiga, Matthew, MD
Moon, Sandra, MD
Navanandan, Nidhya, MD
Neubrand, Tara, MD
Orendac, Catherine, MD
Orsborn, Jonathan, MD
Rewers, Arleta, MD, MPH
Roback, Mark, MD
Roswell, Kelley, MD
Sandoval, Miguel, MD
Sarraff, Lilliane, MD
Saunders, Mary, MD
Schnell, Jessica, DO
Scott, Halden, MD
Sidney, Erika, MD

**Pediatricians**

Abbey, Shawna, MD
Abuogi, Lisa, MD
Adema, Anne, MD
Anderson, Christianna, MD
Barton, Colleen, MD
Bontrager, Jeffrey, MD
Brant, Julia, MD
Brown, Michelle, MD
Burakoff, Alexis, MD
Cassani, Florencia, MD
Combs, Veronica, MD
Davern, Monica, MD
Dulchavsky, Alexandria, MD
Efird, Debra, MD
Elkon, Benjamin, MD
Enzer, Katelyn, MD
Ewer, Melissa, MD
Fan, Grace, MD
Gallagher, Lauren, MD
Graham, Jeffrey, MD

Sills, Marion, MD
Smedley, Jennifer, MD
Smith, Summer, MD
Staab, Stephanie, MD
Szefer, Paul, MD
Topoz, Irina, MD
Vu, Tien, MD
Wang, George (Sam), MD
Wathen, Joseph, MD
Weisz, Keith, MD
Wiersma, Alexandria, MD
Woods, Jason, MD
Zimmerman, Kimberly, MD

Green, Adam, MD
Grover, Amy, MD
Kaye, Leah, MD
Lauber, Mala, MD
Levine, Alison, MD
Lindseth, Erik, MD
Lucero, Megan, MD
Massanari, Derrek, MD
May, Leana, DO
McGee, Carli, MD
Niemynski, Tori, MD
Nosker, Lois, MD
Pane, Camille, MD, MPH
Pitts, Andrew, DO
Ross, Hayley, MD
Rumack, Amy, MD
Schweikert, Andrea, MD
Van Horne, Ann, DO
Weisz, Kristine, MD
Zuger, Chelsea, MD
Advanced Practice Providers
Abdoo, Denise, PNP
Allen, Blaine, FNP
Bell, Levi, PNP
Bolls, Colleen, PNP
Bowman-Harvey, Cris Ann, PNP
Burchett, Patrick, PNP, DNP
Capaci, Theresa, PA-C
Cavallaro, Cheryl, PNP
Cousar, Chris, PA-C
Crossen, Heather, PNP
Crouse, Laura, PNP
Crowley, Crystal, PA-C
Daum, Isaac, PNP
DeGolier, Sara, PNP
Diamond, Joy, PNP
Dick, Julia, PA-C
Dolan, Michaela, PNP
Dower, Alicia
Egan, Amanda, PNP
Ellerbroek, Jennifer, PNP
Ernst, Nicole, PNP
Finlayson, Carol, PNP
Fontaine, Yune, PNP
Garrison, Beverly, PA-C
Gillock, Kimberly, PA-C
Golembeski, Jayme, PA-C
Kawalski, Teresa, PNP
Kociemba, Rachel, FNP
Kusek, Brittany, PNP
Leung, Connie, PA-C
Lewis, Lori, PNP
McCarthy, Caitlin, PNP
McFarland, Cameron, PNP
Meyers, Jessica, PNP
Miller, Kathryn, PNP
Moore, Robyn, PA-C
Mottes, Beth, PNP
Mozingo, Catherine, PNP
Offet, Seree, PNP
Parsons, Jennifer, PA-C
Prokop, Janette, FNP
Reed, Lauren, PNP
Reynolds, Abby, PNP
Russell, Pixie, PNP
Schurger, Catherine, PNP
Scott, Sarah, PNP
Seaton, Benjamin, PA-C
Seatter, Carey, PA-C
Sheaks, Paige, PA-C
Shealy, Anna, PA-C
Slater, Brynna, PA-C
Smith-Holmquist, Natasha, PA-C
Taylor, Amanda, PA-C
Thomas, Kimberly, PA-C
Thoreson, Rebecca, PNP
Todd, Heather, PA-C
Van Wyk, Kristen, FNP
Weaver, Sarah, CPNP
Endocrinology

Henry Silver Center for Endocrine and Growth Disorders
Phone: 720-777-6128 | Fax: 720-777-7301

Alonso, Todd, MD
Barker, Jennifer, MD
Bartz, Sarah, MD
Chambers, Christina, MD
Chan, Christine, MD
Chan, Maggie, MD
Davis, Shanlee, MD
Green, Melanie, MD
Hsu, Stephanie, MD
Kelsey, Megan, MD
Majidi, Shideh, MD
McAllister, Sayde, MPAS, PA-C
Nadeau, Kristen, MD
Sachs, Rebecca, MPAS, PA-C
Simmons, Kimber, MD
Travers, Sharon, MD
Zeitler, Phillip, MD, PhD, Chair

PROGRAMS

Outpatient endocrine consultation service
Inpatient endocrine and diabetes consultation service
Metabolic syndrome/insulin resistance/type 2 diabetes clinic
Prader-Willi syndrome clinic
eXtraordinarY Kids Clinic for children and teens with sex chromosome anomalies
SOAR clinic for disorders of sexual development
Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes
Phone: 303-724-2323 | Fax: 303-724-6779

Cystic Fibrosis Related Diabetes (CFRD) clinic
Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome (PCOS) clinic
Thyroid Nodule Cancer clinic
Turner Syndrome clinic

Epidemiology / Infection Control
Phone: 720-777-6072 | Fax: 720-777-7295

Dominguez, Samuel, MD, PhD
Nyquist, Ann-Christine, MD, MSPH
Rao, Suchitra, MD
Todd, James K., MD
Family Medicine
Phone: 720-777-3980 | Fax: 720-777-7939
Pickler, Laura, MD, Chair

Feeding and Swallowing Program
Phone: 720-777-6827 | Fax: 720-777-7169
Pickler, Laura, MD

Programs

Pediatric Oral Feeding Clinic: Inpatient Feeding and Swallowing Consultation
Swallowing Disorders Clinic
Treatment: Evaluations, Intensives, Therapy and Group

Center For Gait And Movement Analysis (CGMA)
Phone: 720-777-5805 | Fax: 720-777-7101
Bodkin, Amy W., PT, PhD, PCS
Carollo, James J., PhD, PE
Chang, Franklin, MD
Kanai, Susan, PT, OCS, CSCS
Matthews, Dennis, MD, PPAARDI-in-Chief
Roybal, Joanna, PT, DPT

Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition, Digestive Health Institute
Phone: 720-777-6669 | Admin fax: 720-777-7277 | Referral fax: 720-777-7171
Medical records - only fax: 720-777-7923
Belkind-Gerson, Jaime, MD
Brumbaugh, David, MD, MSCI, Associate Chief Medical Officer
De Zoeten, Edwin, MD, PhD
Dudley, Sandra, PA-C
Falaiye, Tolulope, MD (Colorado Springs)
Feldman, Amy, MD
Fidanza, Sara, MS, RN, CPNP
Friedlander, Joel, DO
Furuta, Glenn T., MD
Hoffenberg, Edward, MD
Jones, Christy, PA-C (Colorado Springs)
Kinder, Sarah, MD
Kilgore, Alexandra, MD
Kobak, Gregory, MD
Kramer, Robert, MD; Co-Medical Director
Lindeman, Jill, PA-C
Liu, Edwin, MD
Mack, Cara, MD
Mehta, Pooja, MD
Menard-Katcher, Calies, MD
Merrill-Kennedy, Melanie, PA
Narkewicz, Michael, MD
Neigut, Deborah, MD
Nguyen, Nathalie, MD
Petersburg, Stephanie, PA-C
Reed, Kerry, MS, RN, CPNP
Reinhard, Christine, PhD
Rosenblum, Jerry, MD
Septer, Seth, DO (Colorado Springs)
Soden, Jason S., MD; Co-Medical Director
Sokol, Ronald J., MD, Chair
Suchy, Frederick J., MD, Chief Research Officer
Sundaram, Shikha S., MD, MSCI
Waasdorp-Hurtado, Christine, MD (Colorado Springs)
Walker, Thomas, MD
Woodruff, Samantha, MD (Colorado Springs)

PROGRAMS

Aerodigestive Program, see Pulmonary Medicine, Breathing Institute

Colorado Center for Celiac Disease
Phone: 720-777-3825

Germone, Monique, PhD
Hoffenberg, Edward, MD
Liu, Edwin, MD
Mehta, Pooja, MD
Shull, Mary, MD
Stahl, Marisa, MD

Gastrointestinal Eosinophilic Diseases Program
Phone: 720-777-7457 | Fax: 720-777-7277

Furuta, Glenn T., MD
Menard-Katcher, Calies, MD
Atkins, Fred (Dan), MD
Robinson, Jane, PhD
Nguyen, Nathalie, MD
Bauer, Maureen, MD

Pediatric Liver Center
Phone: 720-777-2733 | Fax: 720-777-7923

Brigham, Dania, MD
Sokol, Ronald J., MD
Sundaram, Shikha S., MD
Feldman, Amy, MD
Mack, Cara, MD
Narkewicz, Michael, MD
Suchy, Fred, MD

Inflammatory Bowel Disease Center
Phone: 720-777-4600

De Zoeten, Edwin, MD, PhD
Hoffenberg, Edward, MD
Neigut, Deborah, MD
Fidanza, Sara, MS, RN, CPNP
Walker, Thomas, MD
Hall, Caroline, MD
Intestinal Rehabilitation Program
Soden, Jason S., MD
Reed, Kerry, MS, RN, CPNP

Neurogastroenterology and Motility Program:
Phone: 720-777-9518
Jaime Belkind-Gerson, MD

Advanced and Therapeutic Endoscopy for Children (ATECh)
Kramer, Robert, MD

Genetics
Phone: 303-724-2370

Clinical Genetics
Phone: 303-724-2370 | Fax: 720-777-7322
Baker, Peter, MD
Duis, Jessica, MD
Larson, Austin, MD
Meeks, Naomi, MD
Saenz, Margarita S., MD

Inherited Metabolic Diseases Clinic
Phone: 303-724-2338 | Fax: 720-777-7322
Baker, Peter, MD
Larson, Austin, MD
Kochhar, Aaina, MBBS
McCandles, Shawn, MD, Section Head
Thomas, Janet, MD,
Van Hove, Johan, MD, PhD

Newborn Metabolic Screening Coordinator
Phone: 303-724-2352
Wright, Erica, CGC
GENETIC SPECIALTY CLINICS

Phone: 303-724-2370 | Fax: 720-777-7322

Autism Clinic
Chromosome 22q11.2 Deletion Syndrome Specialty Clinic
Hearing Loss Clinic
Neuro-Genetics Clinic
EDS Clinic
Prader-Willi Clinic
NF Clinic Ocular
Genetics Clinic Positive
Results Clinic Skeletal
Dysplasia Clinic
Telemedicine Clinic

Gynecology, Pediatric and Adolescent


Alaniz, Veronica, MD
Buyers, Eliza, MD
Huguelet, Patricia S., MD
Scott, Stephen M., MD, FACOG, Chair

Colorado Adolescent Maternity Program (C.A.M.P.)

Phone: 720-777-2267 | Fax: 720-777-7280

Quill, Judith, CNM, MSN, RN
Scott, Stephen M., MD, FACOG, Chair

Hospitalist Medicine

Phone: 720-777-5070 | Admin fax: 720-777-7873

Bakel, Leigh MD*
Boies, Andrew, MD*
Boyer, Ann, MD*
Brittan, Mark MP, MPH*
Chung, David, MD*
Cunningham, Maureen, MD*
Daniels, Courtney, PNP*
Eirich, Jolie, PNP*
Everson, Brittan, PNP*
Favaro, Carla, NP*
French, Jason, MD*
Gold, Christine, MD*
Goldberg, Lindsey, PNP*
Grover, Amy, MD*
Hyatt, Clint, PNP*
Hyman, Daniel, MD
Chief Quality and Patient Safety Officer
Kozel, Jennifer, MD*
LaGuardia, Elizabeth, MD*
Laufer, Marla, MD*
McLeod, Lisa, MD
Messacar, Kevin, MD
Nell, Tiera, MD
Olson, Christina, MD*
Rao, Suchitra, MB, BS*
Reese, Jenny, MD, Inpatient Medical Director
Scudamore, David, MD*
Network of Care Inpatient Medical Director
Seltz, Barry, MD
Torok, Michelle, PHD
Twite, Monique, PNP*
Tyler, Amy, MD*

All providers practice at Anschutz Medical Campus.
*Also practice in Network of Care

**Infectious Diseases**

Phone: 720-777-6981 | Fax: 720-777-7295

Abzug, Mark J., MD
Anderson, Marsha S., MD
Asturias, Edwin, MD
Curtis, Donna, MD, MPH
Domínguez, Samuel, MD, PhD
Gaensbauer, MD, MScPH
Heizer, Heather, MPAS, PA-C
Hughes, Shannon, MMS, PA-C
Levin, Myron J., MD
McFarland, Elizabeth J., MD

Messacar, Kevin, MD
Nyquist, Ann-Christine, MD, MSPH
O’Leary, Sean, MD, MPH
Olson, Daniel, MD
Parker, Sarah K., MD
Rao, Suchitra, MB, BS
Simões, Eric A., MD
Smith, Christiana, MD
Weinberg, Adriana, MD

**Children’s Hospital Immunodeficiency Program (HIV/AIDS Clinic)**

Phone: 720-777-8233 | Fax: 720-777-7294

Abougi, Lisa, MD
Abzug, Mark J., MD
Barr, Emily, MSN, CPNP, CNM
Dunn, Jennifer, RN, MSN, FNP-C
Kinzie, Kay, RN, MSN, FNP-C
Levin, Myron J., MD
McFarland, Elizabeth J., MD, Medical Director

Navarro, RN, BSN, FNP-C
Paul, Suzanne, RN, MSN, FNP-C
Pierce, Kimberly, DNP, CPNP
Reirden, Daniel H., MD
Weinberg, Adriana, MD
Colorado Travel, Expedition and Altitude Medicine (TEAM) Clinic  
(family/pediatric travel medicine)  
Phone: 720-848-0191  
Dominguez, Samuel, MD, PhD  
Rao, Suchitra, MB, BS

Integrative Medicine Clinic  
Phone: 720-777-0893  
Workman, Rachel, MD

International Adoption Clinic  
Phone: 720-777-4963  
Aretz, Marybeth, PT, DPT, PCS, c/NDT  
Dodd, Karen, PNP-C, MS  
Connery, Amy, PsyD, ABPP-CN  
Domek, Gretchen, MD, MPhil, Director  
Corson, Nancy, MA, OTR/L

Laboratory, Outpatient Services  
Phone: 720-777-6711 | childrenscolorado.org/hcprolabs

Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine  
Phone: 720-777-6711 | Fax: 720-777-7118

Children’s Colorado, Anschutz Medical Campus Lab  (including results)  
Phone: 720-777-8175 | Fax: 720-777-7125

Children’s Colorado, North Campus, Broomfield  
Phone: 720-777-9647 | Fax: 720-777-9731

Children’s Colorado, South Campus, Highlands Ranch  
Phone: 720-478-8175 | Fax: 720-478-7005

Children’s Colorado, Wheat Ridge  
Phone: 720-777-9409 | Fax: 720-777-9404

Children’s Colorado, Uptown  
Phone: 720-777-9175 | Fax: 720-777-3916
Lifestyle Medicine Program

Phone: 720-777-2691 | Fax: 720-777-7282

Abramson, Natalie, PhD
Anthony, Rachel, NP
Bartoshesky, Amy, FNP
Chan, Christine, MD
Daniels, Steve, MD, PhD
Diab, Liliane, MD
Gracey, Kim, PA
Green, Melanie, MD, PhD
Haemer, Matthew, MD, MPH
Medical Director, Lifestyle Medicine Level 1
Halbower, Ann, MD
Hawkins, Stephen, MD
Hsu, Stephanie, MD
Inge, Thomas, MD, PhD, FACS
Kelsey, Megan, MD, MS, Medical Director,
Lifestyle Endocrinology Clinics
Love-Osborne, Kathy, MD
Nadeau, Kristin, MD, MS
Patel, Sonali, MD, PhD,
Medical Director, Lifestyle Cardiology Clinics
Schreiner, Stacie, DNP, MSN-Ed, FNP-BC
Program Manager
Sundaram, Shikha, MD
Thompson, Darcy, MD, MPH
Williams, Jayne, PNP
Yeung, Liz, MD
Zeitler, Phil, MD, PhD

Multidisciplinary team
Dietitian
Psychologist
Exercise physiologist

LIFESTYLE MEDICINE CLINICS

Weight Management
Hypertension Clinic
Lifestyle Endocrinology Clinic (Type 2 Diabetes and PCOS)
Lipid Clinic
Bariatric Surgery Program
Maternal Fetal Medicine (Perinatology) and High Risk Obstetrics

Maternal Fetal Medicine DocLine
24/7 consultation: 720-848-2828 or 1-844-285-4555

Barbour, Linda, MD
Behrendt, Nicholas, MD
Braverman, Jennifer, MD
Euser, Anna, MD, PhD
Faucett, Allison
Galan, Henry, MD
Harper, Teresa, MD
Hurt, Joseph, MD, PhD
Johnson, Amanda, MD
McDuffie, Robert, MD
Reeves, Shane, MD
Scott, Julie, MD
Straub, Heather, MD
Su, Emily, MD

Division Chief, Maternal Fetal Medicine
Hobbins, John, MD
Hodges, Jennifer, MD
Hoffman, Camille, MD

Medical Director, Colorado Fetal Care Center

CONTACT INFORMATION AND LOCATIONS

Maternal Fetal Medicine DocLine
24/7 consultation | 720-848-2828 or 1-844-285-4555

Boulder Community Hospital, Foothills Campus
4747 Arapahoe Boulder, CO 80301 | Phone: 303-415-7544 | Fax: 720-848-1662

Cheyenne Women’s Clinic
3952 Parkview Dr., Cheyenne, WY 82001 | Phone: 307-637-7700 | Fax: 307-637-5672

CU Specialty Care at Highlands Ranch – Maternal Fetal Medicine
1500 Park Central Dr Suite 302, Highlands Ranch, CO 80129 | Phone: 303-315-6100
Fax: 303-840-4713

John C. Hobbins Perinatal Center
1772 Platte St. Denver, CO 80202 | Phone: 303-315-6100 (Option 1)

Littleton Perinatal Center
7720 South Broadway, Suite 190 Littleton, CO 80122 | Phone: 303-315-6100
Fax: 303-840-4713
Lone Tree Health Center
9548 Park Meadows Dr., Lone Tree, CO 80124 | Phone: 720-848-1060 | Fax: 720-848-1662
Open Friday

Longmont United Hospital
1950 Mountain View Ave. Longmont, CO 80501 | Phone: 303-651-5093 | Fax: 303-678-4072

Maternal Fetal Medicine at OB/GYN - West Greeley
1715 61st Avenue, Greeley, CO 80634 | Phone: 970-336-1500 | Fax: 970-336-1505

Parker Perinatal Center
9397 Crown Crest Blvd., Suite 310 Parker, CO 80138 | Phone: 303-315-6100
Fax: 303-840-4713

Summit-High Country Healthcare
360 Peak One Dr., Suite 260 Frisco, CO 80443 | Phone: 970-668-5771 | Fax: 970-262-2196

University of Colorado Hospital, Anschutz Outpatient Pavilion
1635 Aurora Ct., 3rd Floor Aurora, CO 80045 | Phone: 720-848-1060 | Fax: 720-848-1662

Mental Health, Pediatric Mental Health Institute
Phone: 720-777-6200 | Fax: 720-777-7311

Ament, Alexandra, PhD
Anthony, Bruno, PhD
Anthony, Laura, PhD
Ashby, Bethany, PsyD
Asherin, Ryan, PhD
Barnes, Julia, PhD
Beresford, Carol, MD
Berghorst, Rebecca, PhD
Buchanan, Cindy, PhD
Buchholz, Melissa, PhD
Burgamy, Sarah, PsyD
Burnett, Bridget, PsyD
Butterfield, Austin, MD
Carroll, Heather, PsyD
Carter, Debbie, MD
Carubia, Beau, MD
Christofferson, Elizabeth C., PhD
Clementi, Michelle, PhD
Colna, Kimberly, LCSW
Costello, Lisa, PhD
Cypers, Scott, MD
Dardar, Shaleah, MD
Dempsey, Allison, PhD
Ehmer, Amelia, PsyD
Frankel, Karen, PhD
Fritsch, Sandra, MD
Gabriels, Robin, PsyD
Germone, Monique, PhD
Glaze, Kelly, PsyD
Glover, Jenna, PhD
Hagman-Hazell, Jennifer, MD
Hawks, Jessica, PhD
Hilsendager, Chelsea, PhD
Holzman, Jacob, PhD
Judd-Glossy, Laura, PhD
Kelsay, Kim, MD
Krantz, Joelle, PhD
Lindwall, Jennifer, PhD
Lubansky, Jill, PhD
Lynn, Courtney, PhD
Malmberg, Jessica, PhD
Marcheschi, Emily L., PsyD
Marquetti-Cortes, Karina, APN
McDunn, Christine, PhD
McNitt, Cassidy, MD
Miller, Jonathan, PhD
Mullin, Ben, PhD
Murphy, James, MD
Muther, Emily, PhD
Novins, Doug, MD
Olsavsky, Aviva, MD
Patel, Lina, PsyD
Paul, Jennifer, PhD
Penner, Anne, MD
Peterson, John, MD
Rajendran, Gautam, MD
Reinhard, Christine, PhD
Romani, Patrick, PhD
Sannar, Elise, MD
Schiel, Marissa, MD
Secrist, Robin, PMHNP
Shaban, Kemleh, MD
Sheffield, Kimberly, PhD
Siscoe, Kimberley, MD
St. John-Larkin, Celeste, MD
Stoddard, Emily, LCSW
Stoddard, Joel, MD
Swain-Cockrell, Arletta, APN
Talmi Ayelet, PhD
Von Schulz, Jonna, PhD
Wamboldt, Marianne Z, MD
Williams, Jason D., PsyD
Wolcott, Catherine, PhD
Wood, Lauren, PhD
Young, Susan, PhD

PROGRAMS

Eating Disorders Program
Phone: 720-777-6200 | Fax: 720-777-7312

Healthy Expectations Perinatal Mental Health Program
Phone: 303-864-5252 | Fax: 720-777-7311

Inpatient Psychiatry Referral via One Call
Phone: 720-777-3990 or 800-535-4871 | Fax: 720-777-7974

Medical Day Treatment Program
Phone: 720-777-6200 | Fax: 720-777-7333

Neuropsychiatric Partial Hospitalization Program
Phone: 720-777-6200 | Fax: 720-777-7315

Outpatient Behavioral Health Clinic
Phone: 720-777-6200 | Fax: 720-777-7311

Partial Hospitalization Program
Phone: 720-777-6200 | Fax: 720-777-7315

Ponzio Creative Arts Therapy Program
Phone: 720-777-4360 | Fax: 720-777-7307
Neonatology

Admin phone: 303-724-2840 | Admin fax: 720-777-7323

The following physicians attend and/or have privileges at Children’s Colorado and/or University of Colorado Hospital or other noted hospitals listed below.

Barry, James, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}
\textit{Medical Director, UCH}

Beard, Lauren, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}
\textit{Med Dir UCH Highlands Ranch}

Bourque, Stephanie\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10,14}

Brown, Laura, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,5,10}

Chassen, Stephanie\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}

Delaney, Cassidy, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}

Dietz, Robert, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}

Gien, Jason, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10,14}

Grover, Theresa, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10,14}
\textit{Med Dir CHCO}

Gupta, Aditi, MD

Hall, Anne, MD\textsuperscript{2,3,6,9,11,12}
\textit{Med Dir Longmont}

Hayashi, Madoka (DHMC), MD\textsuperscript{1}

Houin, Satya, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,7,10}
\textit{Med Dir Platte Valley}

Hwang, Sunah, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}

Kinsella, John, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}

Kirkley, Megan (DHMC), MD\textsuperscript{1}

MacRitchie, Amy, MD\textsuperscript{3,6,11}

Mandell, Erica, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}

Marrs, Laura, MD\textsuperscript{13,14}

Niermeyer, Susan, MD\textsuperscript{2,4,10}

Paisley, Jan, MD\textsuperscript{3,6,11}

Paker, Thomas, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10,14}

Palau, Mauricio (DHMC), MD\textsuperscript{1}

Reynolds, Regina, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}

Rosenberg, Adam, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,5,10}
\textit{Med Dir Boulder Community Health}

Rozance, Paul, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}

Satterwhite, Daniel, MD\textsuperscript{3,6,11}

Sherlock, Laura, MD\textsuperscript{1,10}

Smith, Danielle, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,5,10,14}
\textit{Med Dir Parker}

Stremming, Jane, MD

Wilkening, Randall, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,13}

Wright, Clyde, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}

Wright, Jason, MD\textsuperscript{3,6,8,11,12}
\textit{Med Dir Long’s Peak; Med Dir UC Health Greeley}

Wymore, Erica, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10}
\textit{Med Dir Lutheran}

Zenge, Jeanne, MD\textsuperscript{1,2,4,10,13,14}
\textit{Med Dir Yampa Valley; Co-Med Dir Wyoming Medical Center}

\textsuperscript{1} At Denver Health
\textsuperscript{2} At Parker Adventist Hospital
\textsuperscript{3} At Poudre Valley Hospital
\textsuperscript{4} At Exempla Lutheran Medical Center
\textsuperscript{5} At Boulder Community Hospital
\textsuperscript{6} At Medical Center of the Rockies
\textsuperscript{7} At Platte Valley Medical Center
\textsuperscript{8} At North Colorado Medical Center
\textsuperscript{9} At Longmont United Hospital
\textsuperscript{10} At Highlands Ranch Hospital
\textsuperscript{11} At Long’s Peak Hospital
\textsuperscript{12} At UC Health Greeley
\textsuperscript{13} At Yampa Valley Medical Center
\textsuperscript{14} At Wyoming Medical Center (Telehealth)
NEONATOLOGY NURSE PRACTITIONERS

Admin phone: 720-777-5584 | Admin fax: 720-777-7207

Allen, Tracey, NNP
Ashby, Cynthia, NNP
Austin, Erin, NNP
Bailey, Lorraine, NNP
Banks, Cassie, NNP
Barker, Heidi, NNP
Barrett, Wendelyn, NNP
Beck, Carol, NNP
Benes, Jessica, NNP
Berlin, Kristen, NNP
Boersma, Melissa, NNP
Boulter, Tamela, NNP
Box, Judith, NNP
Bransert, Bridget, NNP
Brucklacher, Sonja, NNP
Buss, Lorraine, NNP
Carlson, Barbara, NNP
Caughren, Andrea, NNP
Chadbourne, Michelle, NNP
Chorba, Sara, NNP
Clevenger, Laura, NNP
Cole, Krista, NNP
Covey, Grant, NNP
Cruz, Marissa, NNP
Daugherty, Allyson, NNP
Davis, Trista, NNP
Deacon, Jane, NNP
Dierenfeld, Anna, NNP
Donahue, Christy, NNP
Dooley, Paula, NNP
Doyle, Jennifer, NNP
Doyle, Kimberly, NNP
Duchmann, Kristin, NNP
Dykema, Deanna, NNP
Ender, Elizabeth, NNP
Engle, Jo Ann, NNP
Estey, Dallas, NNP
Etten, Kristen, NNP
Evans, Mia, NNP
Evans, Ruth, NNP
Gibbs, Michelle, NNP
Goss, Lindsay, NNP
Graziano, Christine, NNP
Griebling, Lindsay, NNP
Guerra, Marisol, NNP
Hanley, Lessley, NNP
Hauser-Roe, Erin, NNP
Heaberlin, Pamela, NNP
Hickerson, Emily, NNP
Hillig, Katherine, NNP
Hockaday, Chrysalis, NNP
Hockenberry, Nichole, NNP
Holladay, Morgan, NNP
Howard, Kristin, NNP
HuYoung, Caroline, NNP
Hying, Anna, NNP
Jackson, Michelle, NNP
Jacobson, Jody, NNP
Jameson, Katherine, NNP
Johnson, Amy, NNP
Jones, Erin, NNP
Kelley, Lorraine, NNP
Kelley, Sarah, NNP
Kimball, Chelsey, NNP
Larez, Nicole, NNP
Lundberg, Lesley, NNP
Malone, Hannah, NNP
Marazzi, Andrea, NNP
Martin, Christa, NNP
Martin, Christianna, NNP
Martin, Dawn, NNP
McCarney, Linda, NNP
Mestas, Erin, NNP
Milam, Victoria, NNP
Milne, Amy, NNP
Moore, Heather, NNP
Mosley, Kenneth, NNP
Musick, Melda, NNP
Nelson, Maegan, NNP
Niemeier, Robin, NNP
Osterman, Peggy, NNP
Palau, Sarah, NNP
Pare, Stacey, NNP
Patterson, Shelly, NNP
Prosen, Rebecca, NNP
Pugh, Mary, NNP
Purcell, Kathryn, NNP
Quinn, Wendy, NNP
Ranweiler, Rachel, NNP
Rogers, Christine, NNP
Ruf, Angela, NNP
Schierholz, Elizabeth, NNP
Scott-Hurban, Lindsey, NNP
Scott-Hurban, Nora, NNP
Sebastian, Manoj, NNP
Shamburg-Donohue, Sara, NNP
Smith-Hartner, Gail, NNP
Snow, Nancy, NNP
St. Louis, Karen, NNP
Stephany, Megan, NNP
Stevens, Allyson, NNP
Stewart, Donna, NNP
Tanner, Sarah, NNP
Welch-Carre, Elizabeth, NNP
Wolf, Vicky, NNP
Womack, Jody, NNP
Zumstein, Rachael, NNP

PROGRAMS

**Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) at Children's Colorado**
24/7 Phone: 720-777-6857 | Admin fax: 720-777-7207

**24/7 NICU Direct Consult with Attending at Children's Colorado**
Phone: 720-777-6857 or 720-777-1543

**Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) at University of Colorado Hospital**
Phone: 720-848-5224 | Admin fax: 720-848-5225

**Colorado High Risk Maternity and Newborn Program**
Phone: 303-724-2051 or 888-816-BORN (2676) | Admin fax: 303-724-2054

**Perinatal Research Center (PRC) at Anschutz Medical Campus**
Phone: 303-724-0543 | Fax: 303-724-0898
Nephrology
Phone: 720-777-3932 | Fax: 720-777-7199

Bock, Margret, MD
Cadnapaphornchay, Melissa, MD
Dixon, Brad, MD
Goebel, Jens, MD, Chair
Hanna, Melisha, MD, MS
Ray, Krista, FNP-BC
Soranno, Danielle, MD

PROGRAMS
Kidney Center
Phone: 720-777-6263

Neurology, Neuroscience Institute
Phone: 720-777-6895 | Admin fax: 720-777-7285 | Clinical fax: 720-777-7196
Referral fax: 720-777-7197

Armstrong-Wells, Jennifer, MD, MPH
Bear, Joshua, MD
Benke, Timothy, MD, PhD
Bernard, Timothy J., MD
Berrios-Siervo, Gretchen, PsyD
Boada, Richard, PhD
Brooks-Kayal, Amy, MD, Chair
Bucher, Linda, PNP (Colorado Springs)
Chapman, Kevin, MD
Coleman, Mario, MD (Colorado Springs)
Collins, Abigail, MD
Conley, Alison, PNP
Currey, Kathleen, MD (Colorado Springs)
Demarest, Scott, MD
Dingman, Andra, MD
Disabato, Jennifer, PNP
Drees, Cornelia, MD
Green, Carolyn, MD
Henderlong, Annmarie, DNP
Hutaff-Lee, Christa, PhD
Janas, Joanne, MD
Janusz, Jennifer, PsyD
Jacobson, Mona, CPNP
Kikuk, Jill, FNP
Knupp, Kelly, MD
Koehler, Angelina, CPNP
Koh, Susan, MD,
Assoc. Chief of Clinical Services
Laoprasert, Pramote, MD
Levisohn, Paul, MD
Madison, Casey, PNP
Marks, Jill, CPNP-AC
Martin, Arianna, PhD
Messer, Ricka, MD
Miller, Brad, MD
Nagan, Margot, MD
Oliver, Jennifer, PNP
Palat, Padmini, MD
Park, Kristen, MD
Parsons, Julie, MD
Press, Craig, MD
Robinson, Nina, CPNP
Schreiner, Teri, MD
Seay, Alan, MD
Shea, Stephanie, MPAS, PA-C
Stillman, Chelsey, PA-C
Toler, Jeremy, MD
Turner, Scott F., DNP
Walleigh, Diane, MD
White, Andrew, MD
Wilkening, Greta, PsyD
Wolfe, Kelly, PhD
Yang, Michele, MD
Yonker, Marcy, MD

PROGRAMS

Children’s Comprehensive Epilepsy Program
Phone: 720-777-6895

Headache Clinic
Phone: 720-777-6895

Movement Disorder Clinic
Phone: 720-777-6895

Neurodiagnostic Testing
Phone: 720-777-6895

Rett Syndrome Clinic
Phone: 720-777-6895

Neurophysiology/EEG
Phone: 720-777-4513 | Fax: 720-777-7201

Multidisciplinary Stroke Clinic
Phone: 303-724-0724

Muscle Clinic, see Rehabilitation Medicine

Neurofibromatosis Program
Phone: 720-777-6672
Neurosurgery, Neuroscience Institute
Phone: 720-777-6100 | Fax: 720-777-7272

Alexander, Allyson, MD, PhD  
Batchelder, Patti, RN, MSN, PNP-BC  
Freeman, Jane, RN, CPNP  
Handler, Michael, MD, Chair,

Associate Surgeon-in-Chief
Hankinson, Todd C., MD, MBA
O’Neill, Brent, MD
Wilkinson, C. Corbett, MD

Nutrition, Clinical

Boles, Richard, PhD  
Diab, Liliane, MD  
Gracey, Kimberly, PA-C  
Haemer, Matthew, MD

Krebs, Nancy, MD, Chair
Moore, Jaime, MD
Porter, Renee, PNP, ND
Thompson, Darcy, MD

PROGRAMS

Lifestyle Medicine Clinic (Weight Management)
Phone: 720-777-2691

Growth and Parenting/Nutrition Clinic
Phone: 720-777-2691

Weight Management Coordinator
Phone: 720-777-3352

Occupational Therapy

Ophthalmology
Clinical/referral fax: 720-777-7151

Braverman, Rebecca, MD  
Enzenauer, Robert, MD, Chair  
Jung, Jennifer, MD  
Maher, Stephen, MD

McCourt, Emily, MD
Singh, Jasleen, MD
Smith, Daniel, OD
Orthopedics Institute


Albright, Jay, MD
Ballard, M. Ryan, PA-C
Bershinsky, Matthew, PA-C (Colorado Springs)
Braddock, Nicole, PA-C
Brazeau, Cailin, PA-C
Buerk, Molly, PA-C
Burke, Deborah, PA-C
Chang, Franklin, MD
Dahab, Katherine, MD
Dell’Orfano, Shelley, ND, CPNP
Donaldson, Nathan, DO
Eilert, Robert E., MD
Erickson, Mark, MD, Chair
Fink, Jordan, PA-C
Garg, Sumeet, MD
Georgopoulos, Gaia, MD
Gurule, M. Dennis, PA-C
Hadley-Miller, Nancy, MD
Hamblin, Robert, PA-C (Colorado Springs)
Heare, Travis, MD
Kohuth, Brian, PA-C
Lenz, Allana, PA-C
Mayer, Stephanie, MD
Mooney, Ryan, PA-C
Murphy-Zane, Siobhan, MD
Murray, Travis, MD (Colorado Springs)
Nagle, Kyle, MD
Nance, Jennifer, PNP
Perry, Brian L., CHA, PA-PED
Provance, Aaron J., MD
Rhodes, Jason, MD, MS
Sawarynski, Robin, PA-C
Scott, Frank, MD
Shaw, Brian, MD (Colorado Springs)
Sibbel, Sarah, MD
Soucie, Chelsea, PNP
Stoneback, Jason, MD
Stuart, Emily, MD
Tulk, Kristen, PA-C
Wilson, Julie, MD

PROGRAMS

Center for Gait and Movement Analysis, see Gait Lab

Concussion Program/Hotline
Phone: 720-777-2806

Musculoskeletal Tumor Program
Phone: 720-777-6682

Hip Program
Phone: 720-777-6486

Rehabilitation Medicine,
see Rehabilitation Medicine

Spine Center
Phone: 720-777-6962

Sports Medicine Center/Sports Injury Hotline
Phone: 720-777-3899
Otolaryngology

Phone: 720-777-8501 | Admin fax: 720-777-7345 | Clinical/referral fax: 720-777-7171

Allen, Gregory, MD
Chan, Kenny, MD, Chair
Covrigaru, Leila, CPNP
Friedman, Norman, MD
Gilbert, Dee Dee, CPNP
Kelley, Peggy, MD
Martin, Florita, PA-C

Prager, Jeremy, MD
Scholes, Melissa, MD
Streubel, Sven-Olrik, MD
Teravest, Erin, PA-C
Thomas, Bethany, CPNP
Wine, Todd, MD
Yoon, Patricia, MD

PROGRAMS

Aerodigestive Program, see Pulmonary Medicine, Breathing Institute

Bill Daniels Center for Children’s Hearing
Phone: 720-478-0281

Cleft Palate Clinic, see Cleft Lip and Palate

Flexible Endoscopic Evaluation of Swallowing (FEES)
Phone: 720-478-0281

Microtia Clinic
Phone: 720-777-8501

Sinus Clinic
Phone: 720-478-0281

Sleep Lab, see Sleep Center

Vestibular Clinic
Phone: 720-478-0281

Voice Clinic
Phone: 720-478-0281
**Pain Management Service**  
*SEE ALSO ANESTHESIOLOGY*

Phone: 720-777-6700 | Fax: 720-777-7275

- Eisdorder, Seth, MD
- Kent, Sheryl, PhD
- Kohl, Krista, PhD
- McMenamin, Connie, RN, FNP-C, APN
- Neuenkirchen, Gail, RN, CPNP
- Slover, Robin, MD

**PROGRAMS**

**Acute Pain Service (Inpatient Only):**

Phone: 720-777-5433

- Bielsky, Alan, MD
- Coy, Julie MS, RN, CPNP
- Grantham, Jan, RN, PCNS

**Pathology**

Clinical lab fax: 720-777-7118 | Outpatient lab fax: 720-777-7125

- Ambruso, Daniel, MD
- Black, Jennifer O., MD
- Capocelli, Kelley, MD
- DomBourian, Melkon, MD
- Galambos, Csaba, MD, PhD
- Jedlicka, Paul, PhD, MD
- Liang, Xiayuan, MD
- Lovell, Mark, MD, Chair
- Mierau, Gary, PhD
- Qi, Wei, PhD
- Robinson, Christine, PhD
- Svensson, Annika, MD, PhD
- Treece, Amanda (Amy), MD

**PROGRAMS**

**Therapeutic Apheresis Service**

Phone: 720-777-3321 | Fax: 720-777-7255
Pediatric Critical Care Medicine (PICU)
Phone: 303-724-8393 | Referral fax: 720-777-7324

Albietz, Joseph, MD
Bennett, Tellen, MD
Carpenter, Todd, MD
Clevenger, Amy, MD
Czaja, Angela, MD
DeMasellis, Gina, MD
Diehl, Nicole, CPNP-AC
Good, Ryan, MD
Gundry, Stacey, PA-C
Gunville, Cameron, DO
Jackson, Brian, MD
Jekich, Erika, PA-C
Kanney, Chadwick, PA-C
Loi, Michele, MD
Maddux, Aline, MD
Mashburn, Danielle, PA-C
McCombs, Tiffany, CPNP-AC
McMahon, Emily, CPNP-AC
Miller, Amanda, S., PA-C
Monaco, Anne, CPNP-AC
Mourani, Peter, MD
Newman, Christopher, PA-C
Nozik Grayck, Eva, MD
Okada, Carol MD
Pihl, Sarah, CPNP-AC
Ridall, Leslie, DO
Ruzas, Christopher, MD
Schneiter, Carleen, MD
Shea, Taryn, CPNP-AC
Shankman, Sara, CPNP-AC
Shelton, Amanda, PA-C
Stenmark, Kurt, MD, Chair
Stenson, Erin, MD
Truong, David, PA-C
Vohwinkel, Christine, MD
Weiner, Liann, PA-C
Yazbeck, Adam, CPNP-AC

PROGRAMS

Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU)
Phone: 720-777-3239 | Fax: 720-777-7183

Physical Therapy
Phone: 720-777-6633 | Fax: 720-777-7219

Procedure Center
Phone: 720-777-1979
Pulmonary Medicine, Breathing Institute

Referral fax: 720-777-7197

Abman, Steven, MD
Baker, Chris D., MD
Connell, Lisa, CPNP
Corbett, Benjamin, CPNP
Crane, Susan, PsyD
De Keyser, Heather, MD
DeBoer, Emily, MD
Deterding, Robin, MD,
Section Head
DeVoogd, Ruth, CPNP
Eells, Trish, CPNP
Federico, Monica, MD
Friedman, Norman, MD
Gleason, Melanie, PA-C
Grenolds, Alicia, CPNP
Grotelueschen, Abby, PA
Halbower, Ann, MD
Hamilton, Anna, PA
Hawkins, Stephen, MD
Hines, Susan, CPNP
Hoppe, Jordana, MD
Houin, Paul, MD
Houser, Grace, MD
Hughes, Benjamin, MD
Kerby, Gwendolyn, MD
Khan, T. Tania, MD
Kupfer, Oren, MD
Liptzin, Deborah, MD
Liu, Andy, MD
Martiniano, Stacey, MD
Messinger, Amanda, MD
Michalek, Katherine, PA-C
Milholland, Jean, PA
Miyazawa, Naomi, PA-C
Mohon, Ricky, MD
Moore, Heather, CPNP
Muther, Emily, PhD
Papantonakis, Christina, MD
Polat, Pinar, MD
Raleigh, Bridget, FNP-BC
Sagel, Scott, MD
Simon, Stacey, PhD
Stillwell, Paul, MD
Veress, Livia, MD
Wesley, Katherine, PhD
White, Carl, MD
Zemanick, Edith, MD

PROGRAMS

Aerodigestive Program
Phone: 720-777-6181

Asthma Program
Phone: 720-777-6181

Cystic Fibrosis Center
Phone: 720-777-6181

General Pulmonary
Phone: 720-777-6181

Rare Lung Disease
Phone: 720-777-6181

Pediatric Heart Lung Center
Phone: 720-777-5821

Sleep Center
Phone: 720-777-6181

Ventilator Care Program
Phone: 720-777-6181
Radiology Services

Anschutz Campus phone: 720-777-6541 | Scheduling fax: 720-777-7133
Scheduling for all locations: 720-777-5650 | After Hours, Anschutz Campus phone: 720-777-8645

Annam, Aparna, DO
Blanco, Ernesto, MD
Browne, Lorna, MD
Dannull, Kimberly, MD
Fenton, Laura, MD
Harned, Roger, MD – “Interim Chief of Pediatric Radiology”
Hay, Thomas, DO
Hayes, Kari, MD
Ingram, J. David, MD
Katz, Danielle, NP
Ladd, Tricia, MD
Levin, Melanie, MD
Malone, LaDonna, MD
Maloney, John, MD
McGraw, Marty, MD
Meyers, Mariana, MD
Miller, Angie, MD
Mirsky, David, MD
Mong, D. Andrew, MD
Monson, Matthew, DO
Neuberger, Ilana, MD
Stence, Nicholas, MD
Stein, Jill, MD
Stewart, Jaime, MD
Tutman, Jeffrey, MD
Weinman, Jason, MD

Rehabilitation Medicine, Orthopedics Institute

Phone: 720-777-2806 | Admin/clinical fax: 720-777-7297 | Referral fax: 720-777-7297

Ballard, Alison, PNP
Dichiaro, Mike, MD
Kanallakan, Amy, MD
Oleszek, Joyce, MD
Matthews, Dennis, MD, PPAARDI-in-Chief
Mayer, Matt, MD
Powell, Aaron, MD
Sawyer, Kim, PNP
Stratton, Anne, MD
Wilson, Pamela, MD

PROGRAMS

Rehabilitation Psychology

Phone: 720-777-5470 | Fax: 720-777-7297

Baker, David, PsyD
Barhight, Lydia, PhD
Connery, Amy, PsyD
Eberle, Nicole, PhD
Kirkwood, Michael, PhD
Nzi, Amanda, PhD
Peterson, Robin, PhD
Petranovich, Christine, PhD
Sharp, Stephanie, PhD
Simpson, Tess, PhD
Tlustos-Carter, Sarah, PhD
Amputee Clinic
Phone: 720-777-2806

BrainSTARS Program
Phone: 720-777-5470

Concussion Program/Brain Injury
Phone: 720-777-2806

Hospital Sports Program for Children with Disabilities
Phone: 720-777-6590

Multidisciplinary Outpatient Rehabilitation Evaluation (M-O-R-E Clinic)
Phone: 720-777-5470

Muscle Clinic
Phone: 720-777-2806

Neurotrauma Rehabilitation
Phone: 720-777-2806

Rehabilitation Neuropsychology
Phone: 720-777-5470

Rehab Camps and Outdoor Programs
Phone: 720-777-3456

Rhizotomy (Surgical Tone Clinic)
Phone: 720-777-4536

Seating and Mobility Clinic
Phone: 720-777-2806

Spinal Defects Clinic
Phone: 720-777-2806
Research Institute

Phone: 720-777-4710 | Fax: 720-777-7276

Davidson, Jesse, MD, Associate Director
Sandene, Erin, Director of Research Administration and Operations for Child Health Research
Mourani, Peter, MD, Medical Director
Thompson, Darcy, MD, Associate Director

Rheumatology

Phone: 720-777-6132 | Admin/clinical fax: 720-777-7341 | Referral fax: 720-777-7197

Fuhlbrigge, Rober, MD, Chair
Lai, Jamie, MD
Lin, Clara, MD
Moore, Katharine, MD
Shirley, Joel (Brian), DO (Colorado Springs)
Soep, Jennifer, MD
Sutter, Michelle, CPNP

Sie Center for Down Syndrome

Phone: 720-777-6750 | Fax: 720-777-7936 | SieCenter@childrenscolorado.org

Daniels, Dee, RN, MSN, CPNP
Hickey, Francis J., MD
Patel, Lina, PsyD

Sleep Center

Clinical Fax: 720-777-7283

Crane, Susan, PsyD
Friedman, Norman, MD
Halbower, Ann, MD
Hawkins, Stephen, MD
Polat, Pinar, MD
Hines, Susan, CPNP
Hughes, Benjamin
Milholland, Jean, PA-C
Mohon, Ricky, MD
Simon, Stacey, PhD
Wesley, Katherine, PhD
Special Care Clinic

Phone: 720-777-6739 | Admin fax: 720-777-7347 | Clinical fax: 720-777-7143
Referral fax: 720-777-7149

Berman, Stephen, MD
Chowanadisai, Montida, MD
Doernbrack, Catherine, CPNP
Elias, Ellen Roy, MD, Medical Director
Fox, David, MD
Gabriel, Mary, CPNP
Gien, Jason, MD
Goldson, Edward, MD
Heavilin, Nancy, MD
Jensen, Kristen, MD
Kelminson, Karen, MD
Munro, Carolyn, MD/Psychiatrist
Pickler, Laura, MD
Rosenberg, Adam, MD
Stille, Christopher, MD, MPH
Washington, Kim, CPNP

Surgery, Center for Children's Surgery

Phone: 720-777-6571 | Admin/clinical fax: 720-777-7297 | Referral fax: 720-777-7297

PROGRAMS

Bariatric Surgery

Phone: 720-777-5202 | Admin fax: 720-777-7271 | Clinical/referral fax: 720-777-7271

Anthony, Rachel, NP
Boles, Richard, PhD

Megan Kelsey, MD, Co-Chair
Thomas Inge, MD, PhD, FACS, Chair

Cardiothoracic Surgery, see Cardiology, Heart Institute

Craniofacial Surgery

Phone: 720-777-5578 | Admin fax: 720-777-7272 | Clinical/referral fax: 720-777-7171

Andrews, Maureen, RN, MSN, CNS, CPN
French, Brooke M, MD, Co-Chair
Hankinson, Todd, MD
Khechoyan, David, MD

O’Neill, Brent, MD
Streubel, Sven-Olrik, MD
Wilkinson, C. Corbett, MD, Co-Chair
International Center for Colorectal and Urogenital Care
Phone: 720-777-9880 | Fax: 720-777-7891 | Email: colorectal@childrenscolorado.org

Alainz, Veronica, MD  Peña, Alberto, MD
Bischoff, Andrea, MD  Schletker, Julie, NP
Jacobson, Rebecca (Becky), NP  Wilcox, Duncan, MD, Interim Surgeon-in-Chief

Neurosurgery, see Neurosurgery, Neuroscience Institute

Pediatric General Surgery
Phone: 720-777-6571 | Admin fax: 720-777-7271 | Clinical/referral fax: 720-777-7171

Anthony, Rachel, NP  Liechty, Kenneth, MD
Bealer, John, MD  Marwan, Ahmed (Rony), MD
Bensard, Denis, MD  McGraw, Tayler, NP
Bruny, Jennifer, MD  Moulton, Steven, MD, FACS
Crombleholme, Timothy, MD  Partrick, David, MD
Drelles, Angela, NP  Roach, Jonathan, MD
Hill, Lauren E, NP  Salas, Anna Maria, PA
Inge, Thomas, MD, Phd, FACS, Chair  Schlengerger, Elise, PA
Jacobson, Rebecca, RN, DNP, CPNP  Schletker, Julie, NP
Karrer, Frederick, MD, Chair  Singleand, Stephanie, NP
Klausmeyer, Melissa, MD  Somme, Stig, MD
Koehler, Richele (PA)  Wilson, Lauren, PA
Kulungowski, Ann, MD

Plastic Surgery
Phone: 720-777-6409 | Admin fax: 720-777-7271 | Clinical/referral fax: 720-777-7171

Andrews, Maureen, RN, MSN, CNS, CPN
Deleyiannis, Frederic, W.B., MD, MPhil, MPH, FACS,
French, Brooke, MD, Interim Chair
Khechoyan, David, MD
Walsh, Peggy, PA

Transplant Surgery

Vascular Anomalies Center
Phone: 720-777-8628
**Heart Transplant**  
Phone: 720-777-6660 | Fax: 720-777-7290  
Campbell, David, MD, Surgical Director  
Jaggers, James, MD  
Mitchell, Max, MD

**Liver and Kidney Transplant**  
Phone: 720-777-6011 | Fax: 720-777-7344  
Karrer, Frederick, MD  
Roach, Jonathan, MD  
Wachs, Michael, MD, Surgical Director  
Zimmerman, Michael, MD

**Vascular Malformations and Tumor Center**  
Phone: 720-777-3831 | Fax: 720-777-7348  
Kulungowski, Ann, MD, Surgical Director  
Nakano, Tazio, MD, Medical Director
Trauma

Phone: 720-777-6282 | Fax: 720-777-7270 | Trauma Program, Medical Director: 720-777-5874

Bealer, John, MD
Bensard, Denis, MD
Bruny, Jennifer, MD
Crombleholme, Timothy, MD
Hill, Becky, CPNP-PC
Hill, Lauren E, NP
Inge, Thomas, MD, PhD, FACS
Karrer, Frederick, MD, Chair
Koehler, Richele, PA-C
Kulungowski, Ann, MD

Liechty, Kenneth, MD
Moulton, Steven, MD, FACS, Medical Director
Marwan, Ahmed, MD
Partrick, David, MD
Roach, Jonathan, MD
Salas, AnnaMaria, PA
Schlengerger, Elise, PA
Singleand, Stephanie, NP
Somme, Stig, MD
Wilson, Lauren, PA-C

Trauma Program Manager
Phone: 720-777-6335

Trauma Transfer Center, Consultation or Referral
Phone: 720-777-8838

Trauma Outreach and Education
Phone: 720-777-6784

Injury Prevention Program see Support Services: Children's Health Advocacy Institute
Email: childrens.trauma@childrenscolorado.org

TRUE Center for Gender Diversity
Phone: 720-777-5602 | Clinical Fax: 720-478-7093

Aragon, Devin, LCSW
Bogart, Amanda, MD
Burgamy, Sarah, Psy.D.
Finocchio, Jonna, LCSW

Nokoff, Natalie, MD
Reirden, Daniel, MD, Medical Director
Trampel, Michelle, NP
Urology

Phone: 720-777-3926 | Admin fax: 720-777-7370 | Clinical/referral fax: 720-777-7171

Behr, Adriana, NP
Caldwell, Brian, MD
Campbell, Jeffrey B., MD
Cost, Nicholas G., MD
Korber, Marguerite, RN, MSN, CPNP
Miller, Brian, MSPAS, PA-C
Vemulakonda, Vijaya M., MD, JD
Wilcox, Duncan, MD, Chair

PROGRAMS

Bedwetting and Enuresis (BE) Clinic
Phone: 720-777-3926

Encopresis or Constipation
Phone: 720-777-6669 | Email: urology.urology@childrenscolorado.org

Wound Clinic
Phone: 720-777-3040 | Fax: 720-777-7271 | Email: woundclinic@childrenscolorado.org
South Campus

Adolescent Gynecology
Phone: 720-478-2667 | Fax: 720-777-7380

Allergy
Phone: 720-478-2575 | Fax: 720-777-7197

Audiology
Phone: 720-478-6801 | Fax: 720-777-7299

BC4U
Phone: 720-478-2248 | Fax: 720-777-7150

Breastfeeding Clinic
Phone: 720-478-3605 | Fax: 720-777-7338

Cancer, Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders
Phone: 720-478-9840 | Fax: 720-478-7050

Cardiology, Heart Institute
Phone: 720-478-6820 | Fax: 720-777-7290

Child Life
Phone: 720-478-0285

Child Protection Team
Phone: 720-777-6919 | Fax: 720-777-7253

Dermatology
Phone: 720-478-8445 | Fax: 720-777-7171
Developmental Pediatrics
Phone: 720-478-6630 | Fax: 720-777-7868

Diabetes, Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes
Phone: 303-724-2323 | Fax: 303-724-6779

Endocrinology
Phone: 720-478-6061 | Fax: 720-777-7301

Eye Clinic
Phone: 720-478-2020 | Fax: 720-777-7151

Gastroenterology, Digestive Health Institute
Phone: 720-478-6669 | Administrative fax: 720-777-7277 | Referral fax: 720-777-7171
Medical records fax: 720-777-7923

Genetics
Phone: 303-724-2370 | Fax: 303-777-7322

Metabolic
Phone: 303-724-2338 | Fax: 303-777-7322

Neurology, Neuroscience Institute
Phone: 720-478-6895 | Administrative fax: 720-777-7285 | Clinical fax: 720-777-7196
Referral fax: 720-777-7197

Neurosurgery, Neuroscience Institute
Phone: 720-777-6100 | Fax: 720-777-7272

Nutrition
Phone: 720-478-2691 | Fax: 720-777-7282

Orthopedics Institute
Phone: 720-478-6600 | Fax: 720-777-7221
Otolaryngology, ENT
Phone: 720-478-8501 | Fax: 720-777-7170

Outpatient Lab
Phone: 720-478-8175 | Fax: 720-478-7005 | Lab results: 720-777-6711

PACU
Phone: 720-478-0385 | Fax: 720-478-7023

Pain Consultation Service
Phone: 720-478-6700 | Fax: 720-777-7275

Patient Access
Phone: 720-478-6422 | Fax: 720-777-7001

Pediatric Surgery
Phone: 720-478-6571

Physician Relations
Phone: 720-478-0112

Plastic Surgery
Phone: 720-478-6409 | Fax: 720-777-7171

Pulmonary Medicine, Breathing Institute
Phone: 720-478-6181 | Referral fax: 720-777-7197 | clinical phone: 720-777-7187

Radiology
Phone: 720-478-6541 | Fax: 720-777-7133
Rehabilitation Medicine, Orthopedics Institute
Phone: 720-478-6600 | Fax: 720-777-7297

Audiology, speech and language services, physical therapy and occupational therapy are offered at Children’s Hospital Colorado, Therapy Care, Highlands Ranch, 9139 South Ridgeline Rd, 80129

Rheumatology
Phone: 720-478-6132 | Fax: 720-777-7341

Sleep/EEG Lab
Phone: 720-478-4513 | Fax: 720-777-7201

Social Work
Phone: 720-478-0236

South Campus Operator
Phone: 720-478-1234

Sports Medicine Program/Sports Injury Hotline
Phone: 720-777-3899 | Fax: 720-777-7268

Surgery
Phone: 720-478-0118 | Scheduling: 720-777-3908 | Fax: 720-777-7153

Swallow Disorders Clinic
Phone: 720-478-6168 | Fax: 720-777-7299

Urgent and Emergency Care
Phone: 720-478-6888 | Fax: 720-478-7021

Urology
Phone: 720-478-3926
North Campus

**Main Line**
Phone: 720-478-5000

**Welcome Desk**
Phone: 720-478-5120

**Inpatient**
Phone: 720-478-5365

**Emergency Department**
Phone: 720-478-5213

**Admissions Registration**
Phone: 720-478-5037

**Financial Counseling**
Phone: 720-478-5039

**Ambulatory Specialty Clinics Referral Fax**
Fax: 720-777-7974

**Adolescent Gynecology**
Phone: 720-478-5515 | Fax: 720-777-7150

**Allergy**
Phone: 720-478-5535 | Fax: 720-777-7247

**Audiology**
Phone: 720-478-6801 | Fax: 720-777-7169
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Fax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC4U</td>
<td>720-478-5514</td>
<td>720-777-7144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breastfeeding Clinic</td>
<td>720-478-5514</td>
<td>720-777-7338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer, Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders</td>
<td>720-478-5558</td>
<td>720-478-7306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiology, Heart Institute</td>
<td>720-478-5537</td>
<td>720-777-7290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Life</td>
<td>720-478-4003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatology</td>
<td>720-478-5518</td>
<td>720-777-7171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental Pediatrics</td>
<td>720-478-5549</td>
<td>720-777-7164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes, Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes</td>
<td>303-724-2323</td>
<td>303-724-6779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrinology</td>
<td>720-478-5519</td>
<td>720-777-7301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Clinic</td>
<td>720-478-5526</td>
<td>720-777-7151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastroenterology, Digestive Health Institute</td>
<td>720-478-5520</td>
<td>720-777-7171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Genetics
Phone: 303-724-5521 | Fax: 303-777-7322

Metabolic
Phone: 303-724-2338 | Fax: 303-777-7322

Neurology, Neuroscience Institute
Phone: 720-478-5540 | Fax: 720-777-7197

Neurosurgery, Neuroscience Institute
Phone: 720-777-6100 | Fax: 720-777-7272

Nutrition
Phone: 720-478-5525 | Fax: 720-777-7197

Orthopedics Institute
Phone: 720-478-5527 | Fax: 720-777-7221

Otolaryngology, ENT
Phone: 720-478-5538 | Fax: 720-777-7171

Outpatient Lab
Phone: 720-478-5126 | Fax: 720-478-7304 | Lab results: 720-777-6711

PACU
Phone: 720-478-0385 | Fax: 720-478-7023

Patient Access
Phone: 720-478-5037

Pediatric Surgery
Phone: 720-478-5541
Plastic Surgery
Phone: 720-478-5529 | Fax: 720-777-7171

Pulmonary Medicine, Breathing Institute
Phone: 720-478-5542 | Fax: 720-777-7197

Radiology
Phone: 720-478-5234 | Fax: 720-777-7133

Rehabilitation Medicine, Orthopedics Institute
Phone: 720-478-5532 | Fax: 720-777-7297

Rheumatology
Phone: 720-478-5543 | Fax: 720-777-7341

Sleep/EEG Lab
Phone: 720-478-5416 | Fax: 720-777-7201

Social Work
Phone: 720-478-4068

Sports Medicine Program
Phone: 720-777-5533 | Fax: 720-777-7268

Surgery
Phone: 720-777-9545 | Scheduling: 720-777-9562 | Fax: 720-777-9540

Swallow Disorders Clinic
Phone: 720-478-5158 | Fax: 720-777-7299

Urology
Phone: 720-478-5544
Colorado Springs

Thank you for choosing Children’s Colorado for the care of your patients. This reference guide is designed to assist you in accessing our services in Colorado Springs.

One Call 719-305-3999

Dial One Call for 24-hour specialist consultation, ED/UC transfer, referral, admission, assistance with patient transport and diagnostic dilemmas.

One Fax: 719-305-7974

One Fax is the referring provider’s single fax number for routine referrals.

Contact Physician Relations

Physician Relations is happy to assist community providers with any questions, concerns or requests regarding Children’s Colorado.

Please contact us, physicianrelations@childrenscolorado.org or 720-777-6676.

Children’s Colorado Connect

The Children’s Colorado Connect portal provides referring providers with the ability to submit referrals electronically and read-only access to their patient’s electronic health record (EHR) at Children’s Colorado. connect.childrenscolorado.org

To sign up for a Children’s Colorado Connect account, email physicianrelations@childrenscolorado.org.

If you have any questions, email ConnectQuestions@childrenscolorado.org.
Colorado Springs Locations

1. **Children's Hospital Colorado, Colorado Springs**
   4090 Briargate Pkwy, Colorado Springs, CO 80920
   Phone: 719-305-1234

2. **Children's Colorado Outpatient Care at Briargate, Colorado Springs**
   4125 Briargate Parkway, Colorado Springs, CO 80920
   Phone: 719-305-9000

3. **Children's Colorado Therapy Care at Printers Park, Colorado Springs**
   175 S. Union Blvd, Suite 255
   Colorado Springs, CO 80910
   Phone: 719-305-8000

   Services: Occupational Therapy, Feeding Clinic, Physical Therapy, Speech Language Pathology, and Learning Services
Leadership

Mike DiStefano, MD, Chief Medical Officer, Southern Colorado
Greg Raymond, Regional Chief Operating Officer for Children’s Colorado’s Southern region
Margaret Sabin, Regional President for Children’s Colorado’s Southern region

Children's Hospital Colorado, Colorado Springs
Phone: 719-305-1234
Utilize OneCall to connect with providers throughout the hospital, 719-305-3999.

Cancer, Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders
Phone: 719-305-9025
David Harford, MD
Tami Kephart, CPNP
Karol Kerr, MD
Lisa Reaves, MD
Kristen Rodgers, NP
Kandee Schacher, CPNP-PC

Clinical Nutrition
Phone: 719-305-7004

Med/Surgery
Phone: 719-305-7061

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU)
Phone: 719-305-7020

Pediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU)
Phone: 719-305-7026

Radiology
Phone: 719-305-7032

Respiratory Care
Phone: 719-305-7036
Sleep and Neurophysiology
Phone: 719-305-4513
Antoinette Burns, MD
Includes Epilepsy Monitoring, EEG and EMG Studies

Wound Ostomy
Phone: 719-305-6434

Emergency Care open 24/7

Outpatient Care at Briargate
One Fax: 719-305-7974
One Fax is the referring provider’s single fax number for routine referrals.

Allergy
Phone: 719.305.9032
Eric Caplan, MD

Audiology
Phone: 719-305-9010

Cardiology, Heart Institute
Phone: 719-305-9020
Greg Brames, MD  Martin Runciman, MB BS
Erin Lueth, MD    Chad Stewart, MD
Camila Londono Obregon, MD

Fetal Echo Clinic
Cardiology Testing
Echo/EKG
Exercise Testing
Holter Monitoring
Event Recording
Electrophysiology
Cardiac MRI
Concussion Program
Phone: 720-777-2806

Child Protection Team
Phone: 719-305-6919
Nichole Wallace, MD

Diabetes, Barbara Davis Center for Juvenile Diabetes
Phone: 719-305-9065
Sofia Meier, NP
Shideh Majidi, MD

Endocrinology
Phone: 719-305-9400
Sarah Bartz, MD
Christina Chambers, MD
Jennifer DeGroot, FNP
Rebecca Ohman-Hanson, MD
Matt Stenerson, MD

Gastroenterology, Digestive Health Institute
Phone: 719-305-9030
Tolulope Falaiye, MD, MSCI
Christy Jones, PA-C
Caroline Meyer, MD
Seth Septer, MD
Christine Waasdorp-Hurtado, MD, MSCI
Samantha Woodruff, MD

Nephrology
Phone: 720-777-6263

Neurology, Neuroscience Institute
Phone: 719-305-9050
Sema Bansal, MD
Kathleen Currey, MD
Brian Grabert, MD
Linda Bucher, NP
Mario Coleman, MD
Tim Luebbert, MD

Neuromuscular Clinic
EEG Scheduling
Nutrition
Phone: 719-305-9691
Kim Gracey, PA-C

Failure to Thrive

Nutrition Clinic

Orthopedics Institute
Phone: 719-305-9060
Aaron Boyles, DO
Travis Murray, MD
Brian Shaw, MD
Matt Bershinsky, PA-C

Robert Hamblin, PA-C
Rachael Mahan, PA-C
Caitlin Dierkes, PA
Kevin Percy, PA

Clubfoot Clinic

Otolaryngology, ENT
Phone: 719-305-9045
Allison Dobbie, MD
Steven Hamilton, MD
Steve Leoniak, MD

Stephen Newton, MD
Brandi Axford, CPNP
Melissa Raines, CPNP

Cleft Palate Clinic

Hearing Clinic

Outpatient Lab
Phone: 719-305-9040

Plastic Surgery
Phone: 720-777-3880
David Khechoyan, MD

Aaron Mason, MD – Plastics, Chair
Pulmonary Medicine, Breathing Institute

Phone: 719-305-9070

Antoinette Burns, MD
Grace Houser, MD
Christina Papantonakis, MD
Trisha Eells, NP

Cystic Fibrosis Clinic
Sleep Medicine Clinic
Pulmonary Function Testing

Radiology Scheduling
Phone: 719-305-9075

MRI
X-Ray

Rehabilitation Medicine
Phone: 719-305-9080

Wendy Pierce, MD

Spina Bifida Clinic
Cerebral Palsy Clinic

Rheumatology
Phone: 719-305-9460

Joel "Brian" Shirley, MD

Surgery, Pediatric Surgical Services
Phone: 719-305-9035

John Bealer, MD
David Bliss, MD
Teren Culbertson, PA-C
Starla Eubanks, PA
Doug Haase, PA
Christy Kaczmarek, PA-C

Brandy Ramos, PA
Karisa Reynolds, PA-C
Therapy Services
Phone: 719-305-8000

Physical Therapy*
IDAC
Feeding Clinic
Speech Language Pathology*
Occupational Therapy*
Swallowing Disorders Clinic
Learning Services
Sports Physical Therapy
p: 719-305-9090

*Service also located at Printer’s Park

Urology
Phone: 719-305-9055

Brian Caldwell, MD
John Colby, PA
System of Care

Please refer to childrenscolorado.org for details about services offered, hours and appointments for specialty care, or use online scheduling.

Children's Hospital Colorado, Anschutz Medical Campus

Phone: 720-777-1234 | Hours: Emergency Care 24/7

13123 East 16th Ave., Aurora, CO 80045

- 24/7 Emergency Care
- Hospital Care
- Specialty Care
- Surgery
- Rehabilitation Services
- Inpatient Care
- Outpatient Surgery
- Outpatient Lab Services
- After Hours Limited Lab Services
- Diagnostics and Imaging
- NICU
- PICU

Children's Hospital Colorado North Campus, Broomfield

Phone: 720-478-5000

Hours: 24/7 Emergency and Inpatient Care

Urgent Care: Noon – 10 p.m. Monday through Friday
10 a.m. – 8 p.m. Saturday and Sunday and holidays

469 West Highway 7, Broomfield, CO 80023

- 24/7 Emergency Care
- Urgent Care
- Outpatient Care
- Inpatient Care
- Rehabilitation and Sports Medicine
- Diagnostics and Imaging
- Outpatient Lab - Saturday Morning Hours
- Overnight Sleep Study Patient Rooms
- Outpatient Surgery
Children's Hospital Colorado Therapy Care, Broomfield

Phone: 720-777-1330 | Hours: Monday through Saturday, by appointment

8401 Arista Place, Broomfield, CO 80021

- Audiology (Including an Audiology Booth)
- Concussion Clinic (Neuropsychology)
- Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing Services
- Learning Services
- Occupational Therapy
- Physical Therapy
- Psychiatry
- Speech-Language Pathology

Children's Hospital Colorado Urgent and Outpatient Specialty Care, Wheat Ridge

Phone: 720-777-1370 | Urgent Care Hours: Monday through Friday noon to 10 p.m. Saturday, Sunday and Holidays 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Specialty Clinic Hours: Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. by appointment

3455 Lutheran Parkway, Suite 230, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033

- Specialist Care - by appointment
- Urgent Care
- Outpatient Specialty Care
- Sports Medicine
- Diagnostics and Imaging

Children's Colorado Health Pavilion

Phone: 720-777-6020 | Hours: Monday through Friday 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Children's Colorado Health Pavilion | 860 N. Potomac Cir., Aurora, CO 80011

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL COLORADO KIDSTREET

Care for children with complex medical needs

CONDITIONS WE HELP TREAT AT KIDSTREET

- Acute/chronic renal failure
- Cardiac disease
- Congenital abnormalities
- Cystic fibrosis
- Gastrointestinal disorders
- Metabolic disorders
- Neuromuscular disease
- Nutritional disorders
- Oncological diagnosis
- Post surgical/transplant
- Prematurity disorders
- Pulmonary disorders
- Tracheostomy and ventilator care
SERVICES WE PROVIDE AT KIDSTREET

A licensed care center for children with complex medical needs
Serves children ages 6 weeks to 6 years
Handicapped accessible with adaptive play centers
Transportation services may be available for children whose needs are more complex (i.e. vent dependent)
Pediatric specialists including RNs, LPNs, OTs, PTs, SLPs, RTs, LCSW, educators and paraprofessionals
Individualized family plans are created in collaboration with KidStreet staff, healthcare professionals and the community

Children’s Hospital Colorado Urgent and Outpatient Specialty Care, Uptown Denver

Phone: 720-777-1360 | Urgent Care Hours: Monday through Friday noon to 10 p.m.
Saturday, Sunday and Holidays 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Specialty Clinic Hours: Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. by appointment

1830 Franklin St, Denver, CO 80218

Urgent Care
Outpatient Specialty Care
Diagnostics and Imaging
Outpatient Lab Services

Ultrasound
Audiology Booth
Overnight Sleep Study Patient Rooms

Children’s Hospital Colorado South Campus, Highlands Ranch

Phone: 720-478-1234 | Hours: Emergency and Inpatient Care 24/7
Urgent Care Hours: Monday through Friday noon to 10 p.m.
Saturday, Sunday and Holidays 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

1811 Plaza Drive, Highlands Ranch, CO 80129

24/7 Emergency Care
Urgent Care
Outpatient Specialty Care
Inpatient Care

Diagnostics and Imaging
Outpatient Lab - Saturday Morning Hours
Overnight Sleep Study Patient Rooms
Operating Rooms with Private Recovery Rooms
Children's Hospital Colorado, Therapy Care, Highlands Ranch
Phone: 720-778-4123
Hours: Monday through Wednesday 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m., Thursday and Friday 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
9139 South Ridgeline Rd., Highlands Ranch, Colorado 80129

- Audiology
- Behavioral Sciences (Psychiatry & Psychology)
- Learning Services
- Neurological Sciences (Developmental Pediatrics and Neuropsychology)
- Occupational Therapy
- Physical Therapy
- Speech-Language Pathology

Children's Hospital Colorado Orthopedic Care, Centennial
Phone: 720-777-1310 | Hours: Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. by appointment
9094 East Mineral Ave, Suite 110, Centennial, CO 80112

- Outpatient Specialty Care
- Sports Medicine
- Imaging

Children's Hospital Colorado Emergency Care at Parker Adventist Hospital, Parker
Phone: 720-777-1350 | Hours: Emergency and Inpatient Care 24/7
9395 Crown Crest Blvd, Parker, CO 80138

Children's Hospital Colorado Outpatient Specialty Care, Parker
Phone: 720-777-1300 | Hours: Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. by appointment
Sports Medicine, noon to 7 p.m.
9399 Crown Crest Blvd, Sierra Medical Office Building, Suite 300, Parker, CO 80138

- Outpatient Specialty Care
- Diagnostics and Imaging
- Outpatient Lab
- Sports Medicine and Physical Therapy
Children's Colorado Urgent and Outpatient Specialty Care at Briargate, Colorado Springs

Urgent Care Phone: 719-305-5437 | Outpatient specialty Phone: 719-305-9000
Urgent Care Hours: Monday through Friday 5 p.m. to midnight
Saturday and Sunday noon to midnight | Specialist Care, by appointment

4125 Briargate Parkway, Colorado Springs, CO 80920

After Hours Urgent Care
Outpatient Specialty Care
Speech Therapy
Diagnostics and Imaging
Outpatient Lab Services
Ultrasound
Two Audiology Booths

Children's Colorado Therapy Care at Printers Park, Colorado Springs

Phone: 719-305-8000 | Hours: Monday through Friday 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. by appointment

175 S. Union Blvd, Suite 255, Colorado Springs, CO 80910

Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy
Speech-Language Pathology
Swallowing Disorders Clinic